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CHAPTER I.
(BY J. P. ROWE.)
"SAINTE SUSETTE."
1\0. 5.
OWL
had been mentally drawing.
Most French domestics are remark..
able for their trim appearance. They
clothe their neat figures in neatly fit -
ting dresses, no matter how cheap the
material . They decorate their heads ,
indoors and out, with dainty white
caps, made of bits of net and gay rib-
bons; and as they move airily about the
house to a running accompaniment
of chattering laughter amounting 'at
times almost to a scream-for their
voices are very highly pitched-they
put one in mind of so many lively
and industrious parroquets. But here
was a silent, dingily clad girl in a
huge, brown straw hat corn pletely
concealing her features. We begged
her to remove it, as we could not
think of engaging a woman wearing
yANUARY, I875.
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I T was in the south of France, in alittle town which nestled cosily
under the Pyrenean hills, whither we
had gone in hopes of restoring to
health an invalid whom an accident
had deprived of the use of her limbs ,
that we met with the strange adven-
ture which I am about to relate .-o..an
adventure of a kind the least likely to
befall a quiet, matter-of-fact English
family, like ourselves.
Having advertised for a maid-ser-
vant capable of cooking, marketing
and carrying our invalid around, we
were sitting one morning at the open
window, speculating as .to the sort of
girls who would probably apply .for
the situation, when there entered our
apartment a totally different kind of
being from those whose portraits we
e :
* The following tale is not a work of fiction; nor c~n the writer of it claim the name
of author in the strict sense of that word, It was related to him in substance by an
English lady, one of those concerned in the tragic events of the story; and it has seemed
more convenient, in preparing it for THE OWL, that he should make that lady the speak-
er; though he cannot, of course, answer for her precise words .
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such a mask; and when she did so,
'we wondered what her reason could
have been for hiding so handsome a
visage beneath such an unbecoming
head-gear.
And yet, in that sphinx-like ·conl1-
tenance .there lay latent an indefin-
able expression 'of strength, that ren-
dered it almost repulsive. There
was, besides, in the whole bearing of
the.woman that stood. befo.re . us, a
subtle evidence of immense, physical
and mental ' strength, disagreeable
from its unfeminine character, yet
hard to account for, since she was
slightly and compactly built, and her
features were delicately wrought. But
on looking at her you instantly thought
of a lithe tigress, to whom pity and
syn1pathy are alike unknown. She
could not have been more than twen-
ty-one years of .age. Such youthful-
ness of aspect, co III bined with so
much unrelenting cruelty of exprel-'-
sion, caused an involuntary shudder
to run through our frames as we gaz-
ed at her.
Som~ faces are like sunny fields,
over which the shadows of the light
passing clouds are continually chasing
each other all day long: these are the
interesting dial-plates, so to speak,
of their owners' minds. Others re-
sernble blank sheets of paper on
which not even a date is recorded:
and these are indicative only of the
utter vacuity that lies behind ' them:
while a third order of countenances is
constantly pervaded by evidence more
or less obtrusive of the one predomi-
nant characteristic of their possessors.
These are faces to be afr~id of.
Happily they are very uncommon;
for they belong to people capable of
doing great evil or great good; more
frequently the former. We had un.
fortunately come across one of these
rare'-beings. ' '.
'W e had no fault to find with her.
She carried my invalid sister about
the. room as easily as she would a
kitten; so that . Lucy-for that was
the sick girl's name-called her "a fe-
male athlete." She passed satisfac-
torily a rigid examination in culinary
and domestic matters. There was but
one objection to her, other than that
.s already mentioned: the only reference
she could give us was to the Cure;
and "Then we went to make inquiries
of him, he said he knew nothing
abont her, except that a few weeks
previously she had come to him with
a letter from a village priest in the
north, stating that she was a respectable
girl obliged to seek service in a south-
_ern climate, owing to a weakness in
the throat.
To us. there seemed no weak point
about her; but we knew appearances
were deceptive. However, finding
that no other applicant had a tenth
part of Susette's capabilities _for the
situation, and that we had no alterna-
tive but to employ this girl, or an
English woman entirely ignorant of
the language of the country, we deter-
mined to give the former a trial.
N or were we long before we found
many reasons to congratulate oursel-
ves upon our decision. We disco-
vered in Susette a model. servant who
delighted in work, being in fact so
extraordinarily industrious as to invent
tasks for herself when we had nothing
mo re for her to do. She never went
but ofdoors except . to .m arket or to ,
hurch, her only . means of exercise
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being to spin along on brush-clothed
feet over the waxed floors, till she
wrought them into such "pieces of
polished perfection as to make walk-
ing, for the rest of us, a highly dange-
rous experiment. I
Many of our visitors cursed Susette
in their hearts; .because she made
them do us involuntary obeisance on
crossing our threshold by prostrating
themselves full length on the floor.
But the children blessed her fervently,
for the many nice glissades they en-
joyed on their visits to us. Indeed
one enthusiastic youth of ten sum-
mers proposed to. set up a skating
school in our sitting room.
Our plate and furniture shone as
brightly as our floors. Then our din-
ners were perfection; and our maid
of all work was so quiet and orderly
in her movements that our domestic
menage moved with the regularity of
clockwork.
"Ah, Susette I" said we to ourselves,
"What a mistaken idea your appear-
ance gave us I But then who would
"have imagined that a girl with a face
like yours, would turn out an incipient
angel? " What a striking instance you
are "of the falseness of first impres-
sions! "
Nevertheless there was something
unnatural about this handsome young
girl. No merry lightheartedness such
as is common to her age ever broke
forth from her. The duties which we
imposed upon her, or which she
chalked 'out for herself, she perform-
ed faultlessly it is true, but more like
an automaton than a human being;
and more especially was this the case
in her attendance on ,my sister, whom
she handled with all the careful care-
lessness of a machine, never allowing
herself to display the slightest interest
in poor Lucy '8 sufferings.
, " Susette takes me up and lays me
down as if I ,was a fragile waxen doll,
and not a human being to whom a
word of sympathy would be kindness,"
complained the poor invalid, " I
could dispense with a little of her
faultlessness, if she would only show
some heart."
. But this defect in Susette was ofso
intangible a nature that it would
have seemed ridiculous to murmur
against it; because the world judges
of men's and women's characters '
through their good or bad actions
exclusively: it is their intimates alone
who estimate them according to their
manner of performing the same.
It was not, however, want ' of heart
that made her such an anomaly.
There are too many heartless people
in the world for that. The strangest
thing was the fact of her being so
young and pretty, and yet disdaining
all admirers, and indeed society of
every kind; of her being totally friend-
less} and apparently anxious to re-
main so; and of her lack of all the
ordinary emotions of humanity. Her
dry-eyed immovable composure wove
around her a painful mystery which'
we tried in vain to penetrate, and
which made us secretly afraid of this
curious creature whose cavernous
eyes, entirely unlighted by either head
or heart, displayed only a kind of
',' darkness visible," an inscrutable
expression of everlasting watchfulness.
.Ordinarily she contrived to avoid
looking one directly in the face; but
once, when I undertook to draw her
put of the armour of reserve in which
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she had encased herself, she fixed those
night-like orbs of hers upon me till I
felt they had a serpentine fascination
in them, and began to stammer in
my speech; she standing before me
all the while, quite quietly, locking
and unlocking those long slender fin-
gers whose peculiarity more than one
person had remarked.
On the occasion of Susette's first
visit , Lucy had observed the "un-
,merciful" look of those fingers
while the girl was playing with
her hat" strings; and an old gentle-
man who took tea at our house one
evening, and to whom Susette handed
his cup, "vas so struck '>'lith' them that
he suddenly halted in his garrulous
talk. "Never saw such fingers in all
my life," he exclaimed, the moment
she was out of hearing; "put m~ in
mind of serpent's' fangs! Ahem! 1
beg pardon, ladies," he continued,
adjusting his old-fashioned cravat,
"but somehow those fingers have given
me a stricture of the throat 1 I cannot
help thinking what their effect would
be on a man's wind-pipe 1 Depend
upon it that girl never let anything
drop out of her grasp by accident."
"I believe you speak truly," an-
swered Lucy, "for Susette never
makes two attempts to lift 111e: she
raises me right up at once; but then
her fingers feel .like bars of steel, and
I shudder every time they touch me 1')
CHAPTER II.
OUR possession of this paragon of
servant perfection 'was soon noised
abroad; and my mother became
greatly elated in consequence, receiv-
ing with triumphant satisfaction the
congratulations of Mistresses Brown,
Jones and Robinson, sojourners like
ourselves in a foreign land , and se-
cretly added another prayer to her
daily devotions, \V hich ran somewhat
.in this fashion- "Oh Lord, I thank
thee that Susette is not as other French
servants are, unjust, an extortioner, or
even an ordinary sinner 1" 80 true
it is that in our worldly short-sighted-
ness we sometimes are disposed to be
thankful for treasures which, seen in
their right light, would be regarded
as curses 1 Only one thing about Su-
'Sette displeased our good mother:
those subtle fingers of hers were inapt
at needlework, Deftly enough could
she sew on strings and buttons, and
patch her own garments after the
fashion of tailors, but there her dex-
terity ended. Her own clothes were
evidently all purchased ready made,
from the loose grey jacket she wore,
instead of the ordinary bodice, to her
neat white cap, which possessed none
of the jauntiness of French h~me­
made ones.
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Next to Iny mother, Susette's most
enthusiastic admirer' was the Cure,
a good, simple-minded man, utterly
unschooled in the ways of the world;
one of the kind who. be they born
Turk, Jew, infidel or heretic equally
delight in good, because "it is their
, nature to," as Dr. VvTatts abserved of
animals whose propensities were evil.
Remarking her diligent attendance
upon the rites of the Church, he
began to hold her \lp as a model to
the giddy yonng women of his flock
who preferred dances and theatres
and the society of young men to Mass
and Confession. But the only effect
o( his exhortations was, that Susette
became the laughing stock of the
church's black sheep, who began to
give her the ·appellation of "Sainte."
" We~ will can~riize her before she is
dead; and the church can do it after-
'wards," remarked these irreverent
young folks; but to all such observa-
tions "Sainte Susette" turned a deaf
ear, "being alike 'unmoved by the
praises of the Cure, and the laughter
of his flock.
"A most remarkable girl , Ma-
dame;" observed the Cure to my
mother. But the good man had not
at that time any idea how ";emark-
ably" true his words were I
Time went on. Winter sped a\vay,
and Spring. with her soft sweet breath,
invited us to turn our steps ' home-
wards.
We could not think of parting with
our household treasure; so we said,
"Susette, would you like to go to
England? "
Those alone who have looked on
a cold, snowy mountain at the dawn-
ing of the day, and seen it gradually
flush rosy-red at the sight of the ris-
ing sun, can conceive the change that
passed over Susette. For a time the
meaning of our words seemed scarcely .
to be com prehended by her; then as
she began to take in their full signifi-
cance, an ecstatic joy overspread her
face, making her appearance almost
angelic in its rapture.s--eoftening her
whole being, and entirely doing away
with that indication of strength which
had hitherto been the one expres- '
sian of that impassible countenance.
When we saw how capable of emo-
tion was this hitherto apparently un-
feeling being, we bethought us of the
tremendous force of character neces-
sary to preserve the mask of indiffer-
ence which she had constantly main-
tained!
"Oh Madame," she cried, . clasp-
ing her hands' together in the attitude
of prayer; "only take me to England,
and I will work t\VO years for you for
nothing l " Strange, that this an-
nouncernent, together with our' ser-
vant's sudden transformation, instead
.of filling us with pleasure, renewed
our fast-dying uneasiness about her.
Why should she be' so anxious to get
to England? Had all her exertions
in our fam ily been .to attain this 0 b-
ject ? And would she continue her
faultless behaviour in the land of her
adoption?
My readers will see by these cogi-
tations, that notwithstanding our ana-
themas upon the falseness of our first .
im pressions, we had never been able
entirely to rid ourselves of them.
The human heart holds tenaciously
by its instincts; once give it cause to
distrust another heart, and the utmost
efforts of fai th, ho.pe and charity
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combined, will be insufficient to pre_
vent the uprising of dormant suspi-
cions on every opportunity! Vainly
we tried to quell all feelings of repul-
sion as we said, " No Susette, we will
even increase your wages, so as to put
you on an equality with other girls of
your standing in England."
"Thank you, Madame,H said she
sim ply, as the light faded out of her
face, and she turned to resume her
- work.
One would have thought, considering
the inherent love of country characte-
ristic of her people, that her only in-
ducement to leave France would have
been increase of c pay: yet our last
proposition did not by . any means
affect her like the first! But Susette
was different from any body' else; and
it was impossible to understand her..
Accidents and misfortunes, as every
one knows, come when. least expect:-
edt So do solutions of mysteries.
This curious being, that had strayed
into our inmost family circle, and
given occasion for equal uneasiness
and exultation, was about to appear
in an altogether different light to us
We were even -then standing on the
brink of a discovery that fully ex-
plained·her conduct, making the mys~
tery of it as clear as ' daylight.. .
CHAPTER III.
THE'day before that arranged for
our departure, we were taking our
usual drive in the light open carriage
we had hired for the purpose, and
were already on our \vay homeward,
\vhen 'something frightened our hor-
se, and it ran away with us.
The coachman in striving to regain
control of the animal, lost his balance
and fell to the ground; but so rapidly
were we borne onwards', that we
could not tell whether the wheels
passed over or beside him.
.My screaming mother and fainting
sister with difficulty retained their
seats, as we careered towards the open
market-place, where sat the women
at their fruit and vegetable stands.
We were almost uponthem; and I
plainly beheld them as with horrified
countenances and uplifted hands, they
breathlessly awaited our onslaught;
when a brown straw-hatted female
figure suddenly sprang from the
side-walk, seized' the horse by the
rein, and ' 80 instantaneously arrested.
his progress that he reared straight
upward, and for the moment lifted
the light woman who held him com-
pletely off her feet.
In her efforts to retain her hold,
her hat slipped off, and hung round
her neck; and as she brought the
fore-feet of the now subdued but
trembling animal to the ground, and
stood there pale and composed as
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ever, patting and soothing him, the
market women, recognizing her, for-
got, in the admiration and astonish-
ment which her achievement called
forth, all feelings of dislike, and cried
out with one accord, "Vive Sainte
Susette! "
Men are scarce in that part of
France, being absorbed largely' by
the army; .. but the murmur of so
many voices in that quiet town at-
tracted the attention of two 'gens d'-
armes and a citizen in plain clothes,
who were sauntering along the upper
part of 'th e street, and who now came
running up to ascertain the cause of
the commotion,
They had some difficulty in discov-
ering it, the whole crowd of their
voluble countrywomen undertaking
to enlighten them all at once; and
when they did at length make out
from the confused babble poured into
their ears, what .had happened, they
seemed hardly able to believe it.
Perhaps, belonging as they did to
that portion of humanity which is
commonly accredited with the largest
share of muscular strength, they
could not realize the fact of a woman's'
.absorbing such an amount of the
quality which they regarded almost as
their exclusive possession. So they
gazed at our "Sainte," shrugging their
shoulders the while, with a half en-
vious, 'half admiring air.
" You ,ought to enter the army:
you are a second' Joan of Arc," said
they: and then commenced a running
fi re of questions and compliments,
from which she only escaped through
the opportune arrival of our recently
dethroned coachman, who had suffer-
ed no worse injury than a battered nose
and hat Turning to him, our "Sainte"
ordered .the immediate release of the
horse from the shafts, telling him to
bring another wherewith to take us
home; and then, desiring us to re-
main where we were till its arrival,
she deliberately walked back to the
side of the street, resumed the vege-
table basket which she had there
thrown down, tied on her hat, and
went her way-s-without once casting
a glance at any of her admirers, male
or female.
The stranger who had come with .
the gens d'arrnes, had, all this time,
never uttered a sound; the words had
been arrested at the threshold of his
lips the moment he caught sight of
Susette; and he continued staring at
her, in open-mouthed but speechless .
wonder, until she disappeared. Then
the charm seemed to be broken, and
he began to question us concerning
the antecedents of "that ,extraordinary
girl," as he called her.
His manner was, I thought a little
abrupt, for a man / who occupied so
high a position in society as he evi-
dently did, judging at least from the
deference with which the crowd treat-
ed him. When we told him all we
knew about Susette, ' he seemed still
unsatisfied, and kept eagerly plying
us with questions impossible to an-
swer, till the reappearance of our
coachman; when, lifting his hat wlth
a polite bow, he left us . .
(To be contznued.)
. )
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THE MISSION INDIANS.
(PROFESSOR DANCE.)
[Jan,
T H E so-called "Indian Ques-tion" is always looming up
in the not far distant future of this
great country, as a question which if
not soon settled by the white man's
wisdom, is likely to settle itself, as so
nlany mundane questions do, _by the
disappearance of its suhject matter,
the Indians.
The rapidity with which this disap-
pearance is taking place even now,
before our very eyes, shou 1d be ' a
warning to us that if any action is to
be taken in the matter at all, it rnust
be taken prom ptly ,: and so far, pro-
bably, all are agreed. But the grand
difficulty has hitherto been \V hat ac-
tion to take .
The opinion of the avowed Indian-
haters, that the red man should be
exterminated as opportunity offers,
should be dismissed, we think, by all
who lay claim to the name of "Christ-
ian," as utterly barbarous and dis- '
graceful.
And yet, however desirable his
civilization and settlement may be,
no very feasible method for achiev-
ing those ends, on any extended
scale, has been suggested, until a few
weeks since; when a Special Com-
missioner was sent by the Govern-
ment into Southern California, to
propound a plan for the rescue of the
Mission Indians of this State, and 'to
elicit the . opinion of the public there-
upon, with a view to immediate ac-
tion, .should such opinion prove favor-
able.
To many of our readers the details
of this plan will doubtless be known
al.ready; and we will not therefore at-
tempt to enter into them with any
minuteness, It cannot, indeed, be
expected of us; since the plan is al ~
ready before the public in a far bet-
ter shape than any which w.e could
give it.
Jts main principles" however, as
stated by Charles A. Wetm ore, the
U. S. Commissioner for the purpose,
are these.
Firstb'.-That the Indians are in-
competent to compete with white
men in the progress of civilization,
and must therefore be helFed ;-Se-·
condly; that they are incompetent -to
fulfil the duties of citizenship, and
rnust therefore be treated as the na-
tion's wards;-and thirdlY, that their
welfare and that of the whites must
be considered together, inasmuch as
the two races Inust live together, and
be mutually dependent (more or less)
upon each other.
The "Mission Indians" are defined
by Mr. Wetmore to be "those who
have attained a degree ~f semi-civili -
zation through the efforts of the Ro-
man Catholic Church, during the era
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which is first in the history of Califor-
. "ma,
"The theory of the old Mission Es-
tablishments," he goes on to say, "is
well understood here. . The Indians
were gathered together through the
power of the' Church, which was ac-
cepted as a higher fonn of local gov-
ernment; their lands were reserved,
and used by them in 'com mon, while
held in trust for them by the Church
with the ultimate view of final allot-
ment to them in severalty as soon as
they should be educated out of their
neophyte condition and barbarous
habits, and prove themselves indivi-
dually capable of sustaining themsel-
ves in fixed habitations in a civilized
.. manner. The success of these Mis-
sions was wonderful. In a few years
flourishing towns were built; and the
Indians were inspired to self-improve-
ment by the sense of personal obliga-
tion and the realization of personal
properties and future prospects of
prosperity. Then came,. however,
the devastating law of "Seculariza-
tion," passed by Mexico, which con-
fiscated the Mission properties and
. deprived the Church of the power ~o
control and benefit the Indians. The
lands which had been cultivated and
grazed upon by them were sold, and
the Indians were' robbed of their
homes, their stock, and their pros-
perity." .
Thus was the good work of the
Church upset by the much vaunted
' .'progress" of the nineteenth century.
The old rancheros, it is true, saved
the Indians for a time, by giving them
pastoral employment (almost the only
thing they were fit for) on the various
ranches. But now, the new era of
farming and settlement, with its ';'no
' fence" laws and other institutions of
modern civilization, has "prevented
the indiscriminate pasturage of stock,
the public lands capable of settlement
have become occupied, and the In-
dians are found suddenly changed
from their feudal and com paratively
prosperous condition as vassals of the
ranchero into a life of vagrancy, crime,
com plaint and conflict. Their con-
dition now is wretched in the ex-
trerne, and is becoming each year
worse. They have no undisputed
rights to their homes, and live in
constant fear of being dispossessed of
the little patches of ground which
they now occupy; have been depriv-
ed of their privileges of grazing stock
by the settlement of the country; and
have no longer the opportunities to
busy themselves in the industries of
the pastoral life in which they were
educated. The l\Jission Indians have
heen practically outcasts, notwith-
sta~ding their love for their homes
and their willingness to work, No
provision has ' been made for their
settlement or permanent occupation
, of any portion of the lands of this
country, and all attem pts to aid them
heretofore have been frustrated
through opposition to the impractical
plans proposed. The dangers which
now threaten the peace of our com-
munity are apparent to all. The out-
cast Indian becomes a vicious vagrant,
and when his right to his home on
the public lands Qr private ranches is
questioned, he becomes necessarily
restless, and his disposition to do
wrong is encouraged. Prostitution,
drunkenness, robbery and murder
have-been the common results. The
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consequences of neglecting these
poor creatures have been fearful, not
only to them but also to the white
settlers, and as the development of
the country progresses we find our-
. selves menaced with constantly in-
creasing difficulties. Further north,
these Mission Indians have almost
disappeared, but in Southern Califor-
, nia they still remain in large num-
. bers. The fault has been with the
Government which has hitherto failed
to adopt any practical mode for their
. relief or improvement."
The main features of the plan pro-
posed by Government through its
Special Commissioner are these; and
very wise and very feasible they seem
to be.
Fz'rst:-To adjust and determine
the rights of the Indians on public
lands; (with the object of reserving,
where possible, a five-acre lot for
I each Indian homestead):
Second:-To settle the conflict be-
tween Indians on ranches and the
ranch-holders; under which head
falls the excellent project of the pur-
chase of some suitable tract "on
which can be organized a central and
principal town, to be a rendezvous for
all the tribe."
If this should be done, Mr. \Vet-
more thinks that "a lot of ground
should be set apart for a church;
and inasmuch as these Indians are
all Roman Catholics, the Roman
Catholic Church should be invited to
establish for them a Mission, and be
secured in permanent occupation of
the same. The infiuence of such an
institution might in a great measure
restore the former prosperity of the
I ndians* No compulsion should be
used to induce the I ndians to accept
any particular abode except in case
of habitual vagrancy ; but the 'plan
should be to encourage the Indian
town and mission. The Government
might well arford to educate, in Santa
Clara Col lege'[ or elsewhere, a small
class of young Indians, whose work
might hereafter be osed to advantage
in the tribes."
Thz'rd:-(Vagl'ancy, etc.) A resi-
dent Agent should be appointed to
carry this plan into effect, who "should
have power to seize ani Indian who
is a vagrant, habitual drunkard or
prostitute, and hire out his or her
services to labor-the proceeds, at
the end of a given term of such ser-
vitude, to be expended upon the
home of the Indian-or,. as a punish-
ment for vagrancy, the culprit might
be co illpelled to work for a specified
time in improving the lands of the
Indian town.
" At some future time, the homes
of the Indians would be given in full
to the Indians, who would then be
qualified for citizenship, and then the
old Mission 'idea would be fulfilled."
The foregoing is substantially the
scheme suggested by the Government
Commissioner. We have gathered
* This would be a striking practical
commentary on the beautiful poem enti-
tled "California's Relics," which follows
the present article,
t wuu regard to the admission of these
young Indians to our own College, we de-
sire to be understood as expressing no opi-
nion. Should the Commissioner's plan be
acted upon by Government, the question
will of course come before the Faculty of
the College, and will be decided by them
on its merits.
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it from several sources; especially
from the columns of our contempo-
rary the San Diego Union. And it
seems, so far as v.;e can learn, to have
met, thus far, with an extremely fa-
vorable reception from the public.
We only regret that the mere state-
ment of it has, occupied s~ much of
our space as to leave us little or no
room for those remarks, in advocacy
of the measure, which we should
otherwise have liked to , make.
There is the less necessity, how-
ever, for our enlarging upon the sub-
ject, inasmuch as it can scarcely be
doubted by anyone that / the opinion
of a Catholic magazine like THE O":L
must be favorable to a scheme which
thus recurs, after the failure of more
modern nostrums, to the sound wis-
dam of our Catholic predecessors,
and the civilizing influence of the
great old Catholic Church.
One word in conclusion, and
but one. Will such a lesson as
this-or will it not-be thrown away
upon those officials who are taking
so many Indian agencies out of Ca-
tholic hands (the only hands that can
manage them with anything like suc-
cess) merely to promote the interest
of a set of blundering fanatics whose
only claim to Government. considera-
tion rests upon the political influence
of their respective sects ?
- ------ -
CALIFORNIA'S RELICS;-THE 'MISSIONS.
(BY H. M. s.)
F;P~L many a theme of twilight song and story,, Yet lives in elder lands;
The stern-eyed Sphinx uplifts her forehead hoary,
Above thedesert sands;
And Greece still holds, with .firm, defiant power,
From Lethe's dread abyss,
Theruined walls that yet so richly dower
Her proud Acropolis.
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The' castled height-of "legends quaint and olden"
The fierce' and fitting shrine-
.'Still darkly frowns, within the sunset golden
That lights the mystic Rhine.
But these are records of a clouded glory,
When Wrong o'ermastered Right:
One burden dread fills all their sounding story,
The ruthless rule of Might.
Ah, fairer far the relics thou enshrinest,
Bright sovereign of the West!
O'er sacred walls a fadeless wreath thou twinest,
The Amaranth of the blest.
Nor Egypt's fanes, nor stately domes enclosing
The sculptured gods of Greece,
Can match the homes of Love Divine, reposing
Beneath the wings of Peace.
No feudal halls, no banner-flaunting tower
Frowned grimly o'er the land:
Nor .vassal-trains, nor mail-clad hands of power
Enforced a stern command,
Humbly they stood, yet crowned with sunny splendor,.
, ,T hose wondrous walls of clay;
A power benign, an influence sweet and tender
Held there its potent sway.
The grey-robed monk, the messenger of Heaven,
There ruled his willing.band;
No blood-spot clung, nor taint of wordly leaven,
To that anointed hand.
That steadfast hand, to Truth securely leading
The forest's wayward child;
. That tender hand, that tamed, with silent pleading,
The savage nature wild,
, lJari~
Californla's Relzcs/-:-The Missions,
There 'docile hearts bowed low in adoration,
When, 'neath that humble doole,
In sacred .rite, in endless "clean oblation,"
Love sought His earthly home.
And knees were bent, when rang the angelstory ,
From out the Mission tower;
While gleamed its cross. 'with halo-crown of glory
Twined by the sunset hour.
And so" when crime, with trail of serpent, blighted
The sheen of stately halls,
The tender beam of Eden blessings lighted
Those rude adobe walls. '
o golden land! Thy richest, rarest treasure
Dwells not in darksome mines:
Still prouder wealth thou hast, in countless measure-
Thy holy Mission shrines.
Let Eastern lands yet vaunt in song and story,
Their ivy-mantled halls:
A halo-flame, a nimbus-wreath of glory ,
Encrowns thy sacred walls.
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THE 'MYST ERY OF MESMERISM
EXPLAINED.
( Communicated.]
C H APTER , III.
rJan..
N o \\r ho w do m esm er ists provethe ex istence of a mesmeric
fluid? T hey do not prove it at all:
they simply assume it. The only at-
tempt at proof which they make.con-
sis ts in the analogy suggeested by
them between their imaginary mag-
netic fluid and the nervous fluid'. As ,
there exists in man a nervous fluid
which, moved by the motive faculty
of his soul, sets in motion the limbs
of his body, so also there exists a
. magnetic fluid which produces the
magnetic effects. We accept this
com parison ; but we must test its
value.
In the first place 3 then, no one will
deny that the motive power within us,
however great its capacity and force
fnay be, yet has some limits, is gov-"
erned by laws of some kind; which
limits and which laws depend upon
its very nature, and are consequently
inviolable, As regards the nervous
fluid and the movements of the body,
we are forced by daily experience to
recognize such limits,-limits 'which
no effort of the will can enable us to
overpass. And the same thing must
be admitted as concerns the magnetic
fluid . It therefore becomes a matter
of interest to inquire .whal are the
lauis of the motiue power?
The following are som e of them:
(I.) The m ot ive power is a vztal
power, and as such is .(a) intimately
united ~ith what, ill us, is the living
principle, viz., the soul, and (b) limit-
ed to what, in us, is the living sub-
ject, viz., the whole man.
To suppose that the motive power
can, so to speak, ouerfloto, and diffuse
itself out of the livingperson to whom
it belongs, would be to destroy the
substantial unity of life, and thus to
deprive the 'm otive power of the es-
sential reason of its existence. Hence
the motive power does <not and can-
not go beyond the compass of that
organic body, within which alone it
acts. On reaching the boundaries at
which our microcosm touches the ex-
'ter ior , vorld, it ceases to act for the
simple reason that it ceases, just at
that point, to exist; arid it thereceases
to exist, because preClsely there ceases
the substantial presence of the soul that
informs and quickens the body. To
the same limitation is the nervous
fluid subject; and not that fluid only,
but all which liyes in us and is su b-
ject to our vital forces. For just as
an effect without a cause is a contra-
diction, so it is also a contradiction
that an effect should stand out oj' the
z'njluence of its cause. Thus life ceas-
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e s in our limbs as ' soon as any cause .
breaks the tie 'which kept them uni-
ted to the living principle. Thus
also everything material, ' whether
fluid or otherwise that issue.s from
man's' body (as heat, electricity, gases,
odors, etc .,) partakes of the life of the '
organism in which it resides, so long
.as zt resides therein ; but the moment
it is separated, it falls under the sw.ay
of the physical and chemical laws of
the inorganic world ; and by virtue of
such laws on .y can it then act upon
' o ther bodies. Hence the motive
faculty of man does not and cannot
act im mediately on exterior bodies,
either by itself, or through any vital
fl uid ejected toa distance, but only
through the lim bs, which, COIning
into contact with the 'exte rio r 'world
and with its ponderable and im pon-
derable agents, convey to them the
impulse which they have received ,ab
tntrinseco. This law , our knowledge
of which rests upon the continued ex -
perience of the entire human race
so perfectly agrees with what might
be expected from the wisdom of the
Creator, that without it one could
scarcely imagine the present order
and harmony of the world to be pos-
sible.
Now mesmerism denies this fun-
damental law of vitality, and adopts
as a capital dogma the subjective ex -
pansion of the living forces beyond
the . Iiving principle and subject; it
teaches also that these forces not only
expand beyond the organism to ~vhich
they belong, but penetrate I into ano-
ther living body (that of the magne-
tized) and there continue to act,
blending their own life and operation
with the life and operation of the new
subjectt-s-a monstrous group of
absurd ities, repugnant to all sound
principles both of philosophy and of
biology.
But mesmerists will swallow them
all, rather than sacrifice the freedom
of their fluid; for if they imprisoned
it in the body of the magnetizer, if
they did not allow it to roam freely
forth, penetrate into other (organic
and inorganic) bodies, and therein
act, receiving ' its impulse uninterrup-
tedly Irorn the will and motive power
of the magnetizer, how could they
give even the shadow of an explana-
tion of their magnetic phenomena?
(2.). The motive power is a natural
.power, by which I mean that it is
innate in us. Even ignorant persons
and children, though they . know
n.othing of fluids, muscles, nerves or
motive forces, still by that obscure
consciousness which they have of the
faculties given them by- nature, em-
ploy the motive power on ,the proper
occasions; apply it differently accord-
ing to their different wants and learn
by experience its degrees 'and limits.
Nor, in order to employ it, do they
need to concentrate the will, or
* The theory most commonly adopted
by magnetizers in order to account for the
mesmeric phenomena, or ·"animal magne-
tism," is that based on the hypothesis of a
fluid. The fluid in the human body is
supposed to be subject to the will, and to
be its immediate instrument. The fluid
not only moves the various limbs, but
darting abroad at the 'pleasure of the will,
it can penetrate through any obstacle; and
through any other body, whether organic
or inorganic; and there, always directed oy
the will, it can conceritrate, act with, com- '
bine with, and modify the fluid of such
other body, communicating and transmit-
ting its own strength and vital energy, to ·
gether with the very thoughts and com- ,
mands of the person from whom it flows.
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make efforts of faith. ' A simple act
of volition is sufficient. For it is
proper to every natural faculty not
merely to act, easily and readily, but
to be common to all men at all
times; whereas the faculties . acquired
by dint of labor ' aud study, demand
attention arid effort when set in action,
especially at the beginning, when
habit has not converted them, as it
were, into a second nature. Nor are
they common to all at all times, but
vary with the tim~s,' places, customs
and conditions of nations and of indi-
viduals. Moreover there cannot
exist in us any natural faculty suifec:
to the free dtsposuion of the unll, the ,
pres~nce of which we do not fiel in
some manner. How indeed could
the will, if unconscious of possessing
a particular faculty, make 'use of that
faculty at its pleasure ?
Now is the motive power of mes-
merism natural, or is it acquired?
"Natural," say n1any mesmerists.
But if such power be natural, how is
it that nature has not taught it to all
mankind from the beginning of the
world? Why, in past times, was the
secret known to so few? .
"Acquired," say others. But if so,
they must cease from comparing it,
or identifying it, with the motive
power of the nervous fluid and of
their own lim bs which power is pure-
ly natural. Tell me moreover, you
who say it is acquired, by what arts
and means do you acquire it? What is
the method by which you contrive so
infallibly to move the magnetic fluid,
to send it out of your own bodies, to
direct it 'upon the bodies of others,
and in short, so to govern its action
as to cause it to work the wonders of
mesmerism? Many and wonderful
are the' faculties that man has acquir-
ed by applying his natural powers to
matter, and turning to account th'e
properties which he has discovered
therein. And if you desire .to know
the secret of ' any of these faculties,
there is .not one among them which
will refuse to show you the elements,
com binations, movements, ways and
means by which it produces its effect.
Ask of the musician, the doctor, the
painter or the chemist, the processes
by which they ,produce the effects pro-
per to their several arts; and they
will teach you the secrets of eve ry
thing they do, .so that you may, i f
you like, do as much yourself. But
in mesmerism what do the greatest
masters in the art teach? Gestures
and will: gestures that, according to
themselves, have no efficacy; and
will which. . of itself, can only will
and command The rest is wrapped
in darkness; and . that so completely
that the very operator himself does
not understand what he does, or why,
or how he does it. If this be an art,
then certainly never ' was .art more
wonderful, It may be called the art
of do£ng wonders 7iJllh nothz'ng/ for the
gestures and the \vill~which are the
only elements of this mesmeric art"-:'
turn out to be of no effect.
The motive power of mesmerism
cannot, as we have seen, be called
either innate or acquired. It is nei-
ther instinct nor alt. What then is
it ? It is a wild fancy, a mere absur-
dity, so long as y,?u look for its ex-
.planation within the sphere of the
natural order, as do the defenders of
the "fluid" theory. Take our word
for it, you will never find a plausi ble
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explanation, until you seek it in the
sphere of preternatural thz'ngs.
(3) Besides its character of being na-,
tural and vital, the motive faculty has
a third peculiarity, which is not corn-
man to the other powers of the soul,
because it is derived from the special
nature of the acts and effects proper
to this one. I refer to ' its materiality,
The motive faculty is spiritual on ac-
count of the principle from which it
proceeds, and the subject to which it
belongs, viz., the soul. But it is ma-
terial, if we consider the object of its
operations, and its effects. The ob-
ject is, in fact, a fluid, or a nerve, or
some organ of the human body; the
effects are the movements of the
lim bs or other parts composing the
human organism. That is to say,
these are the immediate effects. But
the mediate effects are the movements
of those external bodies, to which our
limbs communicate motion. Now
in the whole range of the phenome-
na produced by the motive facuIty,
there is nothing that goes beyond the
mere physical and material order,
nothing that demands the moral and
intellectual order, nothing that can-
not be explained by reference to the
properties and laws of matter. On
the other hand , it is clear that the
mesmeric effects, and chiefly those of
the lucid somnambulism or clair-uoy-
ance, do go beyond the material or-
der, in many respects, and do sup-
pose, in the agent producing them,
intellectual knowledge and moral
acts. Consequently this agent (a)
cannot be a fluid, which is always
matter, and (b) cannot be determined
by the motive faculty, which acts only
on matter and agreeably to the laws
of matter.
Summing up what we have said on
the will and motive faculty, we can
press our mesmerists thus.
. Either you admit the will itself as the
immediate and physical mover of the
magnetic fluid, (and then you change
the nature of the will, and fall into
.the .absurdities already pointed out);
or, in order to avoid these absurdi-
ties, you say that the fluid is deter-
mined immediately to action by the
motive faculty, which faculty is sub.
ject to the com mand of the will; and
in that case not only must you deny
. such of your theories and methods as
are based on the immediate and phy-
sical efficacy of the 'will on the
fluid, but you become powerless to
explain the phenomena, without s~
changing the character of the motive
faculty as to make it violate the laws
and properties ~f its own nature.
"How then," it may be demanded
" is one to explain the undeniable in-'
fluence of the will in producing the
mesmeric effects?"
Our answer is ready. By discarding
both the fluid and the motive power,
and attributing to the will an imme-
diate efficacy, not physlcal but moral,
on the magnetic agent, which we must
consequently regard as an intelligent
and free being who by his own po\ver
executes in the magnetized the effects
willed by the magnetizer. On this
hypothesis everything is at once ac-
counted for. "The Mystery of Mes-
merism" is "Explained."
(To be continued.)
On the Sacramento:
CORRESPONDENCE,
ON THE SACRAMENTO,
San Jose. December 1874,
[Jan.
Dear H O'wl"-You beg, like a
.restless child, for some fanciful story,
to help you beguile the long hours of
the day. I have none; but I can
give JOll from .m em ory an account of
a voyage .up the tawny Sacramento
on a nimble river-craft, a sweeter
journey than which I do not know.
\ We had long promised ourselves a
visit to the home of some friends who
dwelt at the head of the Grand Island
of the river; 'and now the day 'fixed
for our departure had arrived. When
the shadows of night were falling over
th~ watersof the small river behind
our house, (a tributary of the greater
one)'--'when the ~ushes and elders
which lined its banks, and the plan-
tain and dock leaves that bent over
lovingly t? kiss its face, and the oaks
that stood arm..in-arm above, were
all doubting and hesitating whether
to the day or to the rising moon per-
tained their homage-suddenly the
black form of a boat shot round a
willowy point, to the landing pier 'at
our feet. Our party of three em-
barked, and we were soon propelled
by the waterman down the smooth
and almost currentless stream; now
passing under a bridge on .which
traffic lay slumbering for the _night;
then past copses of willows and wild
roses, through the shadow of ware-
houses, where treasures of golden
grain reposed; and by the dark hulls
of ships on whose decks Danish sail-
..ors ' were singing; until we glided
silently under the counter of a freight-
ed vessel.
This boat, destined to be our home
for the next few days, had been
christened . in early times by the
strange and romantic Matilda Heron,
and now bore her name proudly over
"the waste of waters." We stepped
from our ferry-boat upon the vessel.
which was so laden with bags of grain
that they stood several tiers in height
upon the decks, and .the 'waters of
the river were level with the vermil-
ion stripe on her sides. Already the
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white canvas upon the- mast bellied
under the influence of the soft breeze;
and as our fastenings were loosed,
and the dripping cables hauled
aboard, and the faint ripple caused
by our motion through the water be-
c;me audible, night triumphantly
. threw westward the gray and linger-
ing day, and between two rival floods,
of river and of moonlight, the boat
·set forth upon her peaceful . journey.
Affected by I know not what myste-
rious charm, I fell into a kind of
waking dream," and ere long found
myself trying to believe that the va-
rious mernbel's, so to speak, of the
ship-the wheel which, with seem-
ing- intelligence, twisted and swayed
her from im pending danger; the
stanchions that, with their arms of
oak, withstood the struggles of the
impatient canvas to escape; the shi-
vering sails; the mumbling and corn-
"p laining blocksj-e-werc deeply versed
in naval lore: "nay,. that perhaps a
kindlier and more lifelike knowledge
than that of the mere dry tactics of
the sea was there; that the exploits
of Swedish and Danish heroes, the
deeds of the Vikings 'of old, the
strange Norse legends about the sea
and its wonders, and the love and
longing of the ancient mariner for the
unequal seasons of rock-bound Nor-
\vay, were garnered in their secret
hearts; and that probably the dawn-
ing of a 'new and not less charming
life broke upon " them this evening
for the first time, as the murmur of
soft voices stole towards them, and
low, sweet songs of England wound
in and out the cordage, and wander-
ed off upon the shimmering and
widely-extended water,
Propelled now as by an unseen
power, the vessel glided, spirit-like,
through the "still waters, with none of
her kindred in view, save the solitary
canoe of a mink-hunter which was
hugging the shadow of the shore.
We might have fancied, as we saw
two "opposition" steamers veering "
with sudden speed around a distant
point, that t\VO panting monsters were
approaching; their iron lungs glow-
ing, and their lofty nostrils blowing
fire; their huge bodies straining and
quivering with emulation, each to
outstrip the other. And see 1 The
furnaces are thrown wide open; and
in their glare excited forms hurry
about; and tons of inflammable food
are tossed to the ravenous and fiery
beasts within;-and they sweep by in
a blinding rain of spray and sparks,
amid the din of blowing steam and
hoarse commands, only to leave a.
calrner, a profounder solitude behind."
But rather than indulge in such wild
dreams any longer, we prefer to nod
in the mystical shadows which tall
sycamores cast across our deck; and
soon we sink upon the yielding grain
in slumber.
When the ladies .' had issued from
their cabins in the . morning, the
scene had changed. We lay at .an-
char upon the motionless bosom of
the Sacramento proper. "Not.a breath
of air lurked among the sails, to urge
us against the current. Westward,
down the river, whither >the frothy ,
yellow water, in hubbling eddies, was
impetuously hastening, the white
houses of Rio Vista could be seen,
upraised upon a bank of lofty hills;
whilst directly opposite, like some
marine monster dead upon the beach,
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reposed the scarred and forsaken
ruins of the 'once gallant steamer f\le-
vada.
Our attentive maitre de cuisine "vas '
energetic ' in his preparations for
breakfast; and descrying amongst the
green tangle of the shore the red and
yellow dresses of children a-blackber-
rying, 'we dispatched a boat to visit
and rifle their baskets.
Here we were fain to rest all day;
the winds holding their peace, or
blowing right against us; while other
vessels dropped leisureIy down the
current in the direction whence we
came, and others again, (regardless
of expense) were towed past us up
stream, by little, hard-blowing steam-
tugs.
We employed the whole dreamy
Septernber day in getting a couple of
miles further up the river. Taking
the tide at the flood, our navigators,
ever, it would seem, contented with
wind and weather, threw out long
"sweeps" (monster oars), and like
some Roman galley, or a second
Argo, we crept slowly towards the
goal of our desires, listless, supreme-
ly happy in our self-content. Then,
as night closed ina second time upon
our journey, our bold captain ferried
the fairer portion of his passengers
ashore, and took them to a farm
house that they might escape the hor-
rors of the vessel, which he well
knew . would become, at night, the
chosen empire of the mosquito.
a the mosquito! How docs the
word, so poetic and foreign in sound, I
so fraught with significance, fail,
grow void of force, become flat and
insi pid, \vhen used to designate the
Riuer lung! There is a clangor,
like that of bossy shields and bur-
nished blades and arm or, in their de-
fiant sally o~ sudden countermarch;
there is a sensation as of Greek Fire,
of boiling oil, or of molten lead, in
their very touch.
The cabins became insupportable.
I sought to stretch - my weary length
among the sailors, on the forward
deck, under a tent of mosquito net-
ting; but a ring-bolt in the plank be-
neath my head, ' \vas a pillow which
made the thought of '~balmy sleep"
a mockery; so I searched about and
soon discovered a comfortable place
on some of the bags of grain, and "
gazing through a bit of private netting
upon an unfathomable sky, be-sprin-
kled with stars, and upon the moon
rising behind the mainsail, and the
fairy dance of its beams upon the
current, seemed to lose all menlory
and be no more. .
It must have been towards the
small hours
"When planets strike,
When fairy takes, and witch hath power
to charm,"
that the regular pulsation of paddles,
faint but steadily approaching, arous-
ed us from sleep. Partially overcom-
ing the .inertia of slumber, hazy and
dazed, and more asleep than awake,
I watched the huge San Francisco
steamer, white and gleaming in the
light, seeming dead and corpse-like "
save for the movement of its wheels,
glide past like a bank of fog, or a
wondrous and gigantic swan, or a
cloud of canvas, or some stealthy ~
pirate ship. When daylight broke,
I could scarcely determine whether
it was a dream or a substantial ves-
sel that had so fancifully floated down
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and away.
But seel
--"The morn in russet mantle clad,
Vv'alks o'er the dew of yon high eastern
hill,"
and she has despatched the winds
before her, to smooth her pathway,
OUI passengers are assumed again,
the anchor hoisted to the bows, and
merrily we skim past bend and point,
past groves of silver sycam are, the
favorite rookeries of river fowl, and
noble walnuts that shower down
their fruit upon us at the rude grasp
of our passing sail. We sheer away
from sunken ' snags and wrecks, and
we jilt expectant sand-bars.
Yours, etc.,
Thence it was a clear run to the
point at which we proposed to dis-
embark, and speed the vessel on .her
further way. It was not difficult to
employ the remaining hours in fresh
fancies as to the prospect there await-
ing us; to lean against a mast and
dream of peaches as big as cocoa-
nuts, and green rnelons and golden
cantelopes tumbling upon the dream-
er; of nectarines without a blemish,
soft and richly colored as Egyptian
skies in autumn ; .of peace and hap-
piness without alloy, .of well-earned
rest from carking toil, of the dolce far
nienie. Which last blessing EduorJ'
can seldom hope for.
c. F. WILCOX.
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JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.
A VISIT TO SATURN.
(JOHN M. MURPHY, 4th English.)
(Continued. )
, [Jail.
A f TER we had been sleeping,as we thought, but a ve ry
short time, a noise like the buzzing
of bees disturbed our slum ber, and on
opening our eyes we found ourselves
I surrounded by a crowd of 1ittle peo-
ple, who had been screaming with
all their might in order to wake us
up.
They informed us that it was time
to rise, if we desired to set out with
his Majesty, who intended to start
that day on a tour around his domi-
nions.
Kearney, Harvey and myself, with
eyes as yet only half open, kindly
thanked ' the little pigmies for their
invitation, and replied that nothing
could give us greater pleasure than
to visit the dominions of the King,
Dinklage, ho wever, who was still
wrapped in the sweet em brace of
Morpheus, heeded not the royal en-
voys. Somewhat irritated at this neg-
lect of persons of such dignity, I went
over and shook him violently, His
only reply was, to heave a deep sigh,
turn over, and mutter in a husky
voice:-" I'm up, Father C--! n
Poor fellow ~ He thought he was in
the dormitory of the College ,c-, and,
J'uxta morem, desired to sleep some
few moments longer. At this unex-
pected answer I burst into ' a loud
laugh, which full awoke him.
Jndeed, I myself could not-believe
that my still weary limbs had reposed
for eight hours; and ,to assure' myself
of the fact consulted Dinklage's watch
(chronometer he called it) which , he
had fortunately brought with him
from the Earth. To my surprise I .
found that we had been sleeping but
three hours and-a-half, Hastening
out of the balloon I perceived that it
"T~S already perfect day, and the sun
was already high ,up. in the heavens,
appearing in the distant East about
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the size of the planet Venus as seen
from the Earth; whilst 'the people
were moving busily to and fro, intent
on their daily occupations. Was it
all a dream or was I really awake?
We had gone to rest the previous
evening with the setting sun-for
such is the custom of the inhabitants
-and now it had reappeared.
I was bewildered for a tim e; but
on 'carefully considering the pheno-
menon, I thought there could be no
other way of explaining it than that
Saturn revolves on its axis in a much
shorter time than the Earth. Stich I
discovered by observation to be real-
ly the case; the time employed by
this planet in so doing being only ten
hours and-a-half.
\Ve "hurried up" in order not to
detain the King on his intended
journey, and took our breakfast post-
haste; which ·said .breakfast, by the
by, had been engrossing the attention
of the cooks of the royal household
all that night. Our repast consisted
of a variety of the largest fowl to be
found on the planet, none of these,
however, being greater than a hum-
ming-bird; besides a number of other
things the names of which I do not
know, as they are not found on the
Earth.
We proposed to take his Majesty
over his dominions in our balloon; to
which he objected at first, not know-
ing what kind of a machine it might
be. In order therefore to satisfy him
that he need fear nothing, w~ con-
ducted -him thither, where we found
Dinklage, who was rather bashful, and
for that reason had preferred to re-
main at home, rather than go through
all the forms of etiquette necessary
in conversing with the King.
. As soon as we entered the balloon,
a puff of smoke, issuing from the
mouth of Dinklage, almost made us
lose sight of our guest; and the poor
fellow made matters worse \vhen, on
stepping forward to beg the royal par-
don; he managed in some way to
throw his Majesty to the ground.
However, no injury resulted from it;
for these people are not subject to
accidents, or, I was going to say,
death, as we are. This last assertion
however would not have been strictly
correct. They die; but their death
is not like ours. I was present at
the .death-bed of one old man of ten
years and-a-half-a period which is
equal-to t\VO hundred and ninety-five
of our years, Saturn making but 'one
revolution around the Sun, in twenty
nine' years and-a-half. He seemed
to be passing off into a quiet slum ber,
joy beamed on his countenance, and
to my' eyes a halo of glory surround-
ed him: no moans nor sobs were
heard from his friends and relatives,
who stood around his dying bed and
seemed to envy his happiness. As I
remained gazing upon his sweet and
placid countenance, my mind wan-
dered back to the Earth; and 0, how
I . did desire that my fellow m,en
could witness his death, in order to
take exampIe from it 1 I learned
from the bystanders that all the dwel-
lers on Saturn die with the same
peace and contentment, and at about
the same age as this old man.
When I questioned them as to the
place to which his soul would go,
they did not seem to understand me.
"Then you suppose," they said, "that
the soul, after its departure from the -
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body has the choice of many places,
and that it may go to the one it chooses?
As for us, \ve know of one place only,
a glorious and eternal Kingdom in
which (according to the traditions our
fathers have handed down to ' us)
there will be no more death, but
perfect happiness and enjoyment."
In turn I narrated to them the fall
of our first parents, their penance and
the coming of the Redeemer, Who by
His Sacred Blood washed away the
stains of sin, opened anew the gates of
heaven, and restored us to the favor
of God. But when I cam e to recount
the schisms and heresies which soon
rent the bosom of the Church He
founded, my heart failed me; and I
shrank back in fear, . lest ' perhaps I
might already have said enough, and
/ more than enough, .to cause these
good people to look upon us not as
their fellow-men but as belonging to
a race of inferior beings. They list-
ened with much attention to my reci-
tal, breaking out into frequent bursts
of indignation at the fall of Adam and
Eve, ar.d of wonder and admiration
at the goodness of our Saviour.
What would they have said had I re-
counted to them the history of the
present time, in which men are found
who not only impugn and deny the
truth; but even reject the very Author
of truth, Himself?
(To be continued.)
EdiJor'J' 7able.
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.
·lJTor k for College Critics.
WE question very much whether college journals are not infringing the
good old rule "ne sutor ultra crepidam," when they assume, as they so often
do, the character and office of regular RevzCws. But there is at any rate one
department of criticism, in which they are thoroughly in .place ~ and that is the
criticism of each other. For our own parts we are free to confess that we
always read with more interest those of our college contemporaries which de-
vote a fair space to "notes on exchanges," and that we are proportionately
disappointed with the one line criticisms; in which the .would -be "smart" edi -
tors are so apt to indulge. Let no one imagine that we look for criticisms on
l"'HE OWL only; though we are always glad to see such, whether favorable Of.
otherwise, provided the critic writes fairly, and like a gentleman. We are
speaking now, however, of the instruction which may be derived from seeing
our college contemporaries fairly criticized by each other; and we would sug-
gest to those who may have hitherto underrated the importance of this depart-
ment of their respective journals, that they should devote more time, more
thought, and more space to so profitable and (in our opinion) so entertaining
a work. At the same time it is becoming more and more important that
college critics should be careful to observe due literary courtesy in the inter-
change of their animadversions; a point with regard to which , we are sorry
to say, too many are careless. .
A. Touching Appeal.
OUR excellent contemporary the Catholic Senlznel wishes its subscribers-as
we do ours--A Happy New Year; but we are a little amused at the limitation
which it puts to its good wishes, Like THE OWL, it has been burdened by a
large number of subscribers who subscribe nothing but their names; and, like
THE OWL, it finds that the time has come when it will be under the necessity
of erasing such names from its list. It is far more eloquent, however, in its
appeal to their better feelings than we shall ever attempt to be; ann if we wil-
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lingly confess that its rhetoric is good, we will still more willingly own the
cogency of its arguments. v\!e suppose it has reason to hope that so forcible
an appeal will produce a proportionate effect upon those to whom it is ad-
f dressed, or most of them; but should any be deaf to the voice of justice
(speaking through the ,S'entznel) 'why, then, it wishes no "Happy New Year,"
no "Merry Xmas" to them. We do not say that it wishes them ill. That
would be unchristian. It only, funnily and pointedly, leaves them out.
oWe fear that if zoe left out from our New Year's wishes all those of our sub-
scrib~rs who are not likely to '. pay up, we should be excluding a very
large proportion of them indeed, . and therefore we will make our charity "
wider than that of the good Sent/nil, and wish aNew Year of health and hap -
piness to all, But we will not altogether spare them. We will subjoin' the
concluding portion of the Sentlnel's appeal, in which its feelings become so
elevated and impassioned that it wanders off "quite promiscuous" into poesy.
And we can assure our subscribers, ,one and all, that the sentiments of this
beautiful poem-mutatzs mutundis-s-es« quite those of THE OWL; with the
one important exception that we have less hope than the Senlznel seems to '
have, of softening the indurated hearts of our debtors. "
Should you ask us why this dunning,
Why these sad complaints and murmurs,
Murmurs loud about delinquents
Who have read this paper weekly,
Read what they declined to pay for,
Read with pleasure and with profit,
Read of Church affairs and 'prospects,
Read the news both home and foreign,
Read the "leaders" and the poems,
Full of wisdom and instruction.
Should you ask us wby this dnnning,
We should answer, we should tell you--:...:
FrOlTI the printer , from the mailer,
From the patient paper-maker;
From the man who taxes letters
With a stamp from Uncle Samuel-i-.
From them all there comes a message
Message kind but firmly spoken,
"Please to pay us what you owe u~ . "
\Vould you lift a burden from us?
Would you -d rive a spectre from us ?
Would you taste a pleasant slumber?
Would you have a quiet conscience?
. Would you read a paper paid for?
Send us money-send us money,
"Send us money that you owe us. "
We are far from saying that we do not want the money due to us; though
whether we get it or not, we don't mean to "say die." But, in honest truth,
we feel more anxiety lest some of our old friends should take uncalled for
offence at this general .dunning of ours, than lest we should lose the money ·
due. Honest men and good/ payers, .sometimes take to themselves . that
which is meant for, we will not say the dishonest, but the careless and neglect-
ful; and we do sincerely hope that no one to whom we may have ceased, in
accorda?,ce ."rith our announced rule, to send THE OWL,.~will apply to himself
that which IS not really applicable to him , though it may be and is applicable
to many others. i/erhum, sat saplenlz',
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The , 01/cl's 6. Card of'Tltanks."
IF there be one tradesman in the world more than another, nay more than'
all the others, who carries on his business like a gentleman, we must
~ay that !VIr. Vick, Florist .and Seedsman, of Rochester, N. Y., is the man,
The quarterly receipt of his Floral GUlar; is really a pleasure to all lovers of
art, so beautifully and artistically is it gotten up. And not only does he gratify
our editorial taste by' the periodical . presentation of this elegant little work,
but he even volunteers the present of five dollars' worth of seeds, which he
thinks will be acceptable to our wife or daughters, if not to ourselves. Ti-I~
O'WL, we respectfully inform Mr. Vick, is not yet mated, and has consequent- ~
ly no daughters. We have. . however, handed over the Floral Gu£de, and
shall hand over the seeds, when we receive them, to Brother Jean Marie, the
Head Gardener of the College, \VOO appreciates the gift so highly that he is
probably saying Hail Maries for Mr. Vick in consequence. Our own grati-
tude takes the less effect: ve though more .ostentatious form of the present
notice.
Patron Saints for the College Press.
Ah ! You may stare, good Protestant friends; nor can we wonder that you
should; but it is all just precisely as our heading hath it; there is not a word
that 'we can't prove or that we don't mean. And what is more, it is for non-
Caiholz'cJ'ournals that these same Saints are intended. \\Te. THE OWL, have
not a speck of objection to make, £n prz'nciple, to the placing of particular
journals under the special patronage of particular saints; nor do we believe that
the Niagara Index, the CoOege Jl;Jessage, the Scholastic, or even the little Arch..
.angel-(so nearly devoid of body as to correspond pretty closely in that respect
to his great namesake, who has none at all)-\vould have any objection either.
But we must confess with shame (if shame be required) that we have not yet,
as a matter of fact, placed THE O"VL under any such exalted patronage. We
grieve to say that we, Catholics though we be, are forestalled in this matter by
our worthy Protestant contem porary, the able organ of the Illinois \\1esleyan
University, the Alumni Y~urnal. This seems to us the more singular, inas ..
Inuch as we have always been and still are under the abiding im pression that
Methodists know very little indeed about Saints. The Saints, regarded
through ordinary Methodistical spectacles, are a moderately decent sort of
Christians-(even thus much is not always concededj-s-who have been vastly
over-rated, and who are worshipped by us superstitious Papists with the wor-
ship due to God. The Editors of the "Alumni' may possibly rise above the
ordinary traditions of their sect. Let us hope that it is so. At any rate, it
seems pretty clear that they have placed themselves, in their editorial capaci-
ty, under the protection of a Patron Saint. They do not give his name, it is
true; because their sentiments on the matter are not expressed categorically,
and it is consequently not incumbent upon them to be perfectly explicit.
They are treating of another subject-s-the Cornell Era-and in doing so they
take occasion ·to observe, incidentally, that their patron saint is not so and 'so.
"The truth is," they say, we are not attempting to publish a Cornell Era; nei ..
ther do we take zlS SPZ'rll" (the italics are ours) "as our patron saint." So far
?o good, worthy Alumni: we think you are quite right, negatively, in not hav-
mg made that particular choice. But how provoking not to tell us what
"spirit" you did choose! Out of so many sp~rits of "just men made perfect,"
[J~n~
spirits whose glory and delight it is to intercede 'before the heavenly throne
for us poor wanderers below, how can we guess even approximately, which is
the Patron Saint of the Alumni Journal? Well; we must content to be igno-
rant on this point, unless the Alumni choose to enlighten us in their next
issue. 'The main point is that they have been ' setting a good and a highly
Catholic example, which (m£ru\bzle dictu / ) has been promptly followed by
another college contemporary of ours-one, too, from which we should have
least expected any such action-s-to 'wit, the Berkeleyan.
In its Decem ber num ber it has an editorial specially devoted to self glorifi-
" cation on the score of its having completed its first volume. We have heard
of other journals before now which have accomplished the same feat without
boasting. But when did the Berkeleyan ever m iss its customary crow? .W e
recollect seeing a seal, som ewhere, some ,years ago, which .bore .
--Hthis strange device;"
viz., a particularly upstanding and open-mouthed rooster, surrounded by the
motto (so appropriate to Berkeley) "While I live I'll crow! " Had we fore -
seen, among the grand events of the then future, the approaching birth of the
Berkeleyan, we might have purchased that seal for presentation to its Board of
Editors, who could not have failed to be delighted therewith. Enough
of the"crowing, however: that is too common. What is uncommon, and, in
the present instance, worthy of especial remark: is the Patron Saint business,
in which the Berkelryan-of all papers in the ,,~orld-has just engaged. With
regard to tl}e Alumnifournal we had no direct and categorical statement to go
upon, and even what it did say was negative rather than positive; however
legitimate may have been OUf inference therefrom. ' But as to the 'fact of the
BerJ;elej'an's having a Patron Saint, and the bond fide existence of that Saint,
there is no more doubt or uncertainty-if the Berkeleyan:» words may be
trusted-than as to its own existence. " It has ever regarded with a jealous
interest"-so it says in the editorial above noted--' 'lIs Patron Saint.'
We must really pause here a moment, if only to give our . readers the
amusement of guessing the "Saint's" name, before we write it down They
will fail. however; for they may look for it in vain in every Calendar of every
Church that is or was,or will be. Therefore, after this prelude, here it is for
them !-" _ . its Patron Saint, THE UNIVERSITY" of California ! !
There, good readers! You have a good specimen of a Saint now, if you
. never had before; and at your very doors, too, if you are . a San Franciscan.
You can see, by just shooting across the water to Berkeley, what real, practical
saintliness-nineteenth centuryjsaintliness, you know-is. For Berkeley, in ad -
dition to all its other attractions, enshrines within its classic precincts a living
. Saint-the lhuverszly of Californz'a!
That our contemporary the Berkelryan should have placed itself under the
patronage of this Saint is a: touching tribute on its part to the truth and beau-
ty of that Catholicity to which it alludes in such channing terms in another
part of the sam e num ber.
~
The Miss/ion Tndiams,
On page one hundred and sixty eight, the reader will find an article call-
ing attention to the project suggested by U. S. Commissioner Wetmore for
the rescue and civilization of these Indians. Mr. Wetmore would, very wisely ,
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recur once more to the only source whence any good has ever come to them,
viz., the Catholic Church. The proposition seemed to us, when the article in
question brought it before our notice, almost too good to be carried out with-
out opposition; and now, since that article was set up, comes the news of a
sort of contest which is taking place between the Right Rev. Bishop Salpointe,
Vicar Apostolic of Arizona, and a certain Mr. Wilbur, Papago Indian Agent,
who is bringing a num bel' of absurd charges against the bishop and his priests.
"They are attempting," says Mr. Wilbur, "to reduce the Indians to' a state of
vassalage" and '~in every ,way im posing upon and oppressing them." To
'which the good bishop replies, in his simple \vay;-"We do all we can for
them (the Indians); ·we ask for nothing; we get nothing. Where is the
'imposition? '-where the 'oppression' ?" It is the old story. Anti-Catho-
lic bigotry and fanaticism are at work, to stop a great good , merely because
Catholic priests are the workers of that good. We have no doubt that
Mr. R. W. Wilbur, or some of his allies, 'will be heard of, ere long, as oppo:
nents of Mr. Wetmore's scheme.
•• Among our Visito.1'·S."
THE College Spectator, (Union ColI., Schenectady, N.Y.,) affords an uxfor-
tunate instance of the truth of the remark with which we concluded a pre-
vious paragraph (, 'Wark for College Critics"). This is the more strange, as
the Spectator has not generally been ' to blame hi this respect, so far as we
can remember. In its November number, however, under the heading "Our
Table," occurs the following disgraceful passage.
"We are extremely sorry that Harvard, according to the Magenta, has been forced to
eat her own words in regard to the foul last summer. But when trouble is ahead liars
and blacklegs .resort to every imaginable way of escaping the impending evil. We will,
with the public, believe the daily papers of that time, in preference to a gang of fellows
who, if they will deliberately smash a rival's boat, will resort to lying eating their own
words, or any meanness that sneaks are capable of. We exceedinglv regret that this is
the last number of the SPECTATOR which we edit."
Anyone who has the slightest remem brance of the circumstances of the
Saratoga Race, must be well aware that the writer of the above has got alto-
gether "mixed up" as to his facts. The facts of the matter are however of the
slightest possible importance as facts;-that is to say, for our present purpose.
We have made the above extract solely in order ' to hold up such language,
used by the students of one American college of and to the students of ano-
ther, to the utter con tern pt and disgrace of all the decent portion-and that
is, we trust, the whole-s-of the College Press. We are in no way concerned
in the matter personally; but we feel that such a violation of propriety, nay
even of common decency, should meet with the most outspoken condemnation
from all quarters. For our parts we are "exceedingly" glad "that this" (in
which such langoage occurs) "is the last number of the Spectator which" that
individual "edits." We feel quite sure that none of the future editors of the
paper will so lower both themselves and their journal, as to imitate his exam-
pIe.
AND now comes the poor Berkeleyas: again. Well, it isn't our fault. If he
will tumble up against our legs in this way, we are bound to say "Scat! "
We don't mean to com pare the language of the Berkeleyan with that
just quoted from the' College Spectator; but at the same trrrre we think the
greater portion of OUF contemporaries will agree "with us that sneers at one'S;
opponents and abuse of their religion are not exactly the weapons with which
the gentlemen of the college press shorrld fight Give us an ar,[(ument, ye
"aspiring boys of Berkeley /" if you care to do it, and can do it; and we win
undertake to answer yon. Mere sneers won't help you, and certainly won't
hurt U.F. When, instead of arguing, yon "raise the tocsin of Popery" against
us, ~8 you have done before and as yon do again now, yon onght to be shewn
tip far it. It may do you good to be pu blicly reminded th at it is considered ,
among gentlemen 1 bad taste (to say the least ofit) to sneer at people-espe-
cially in a free country like ours-s-merely for their religion. Well ; here is
Berkeley-s-mottlre Bishop)-redlvlvuS!
HO most potent ]esuiti~m ~ a ' thousand times better to have a college
H , creedless and godless,' than to have one ruled by your superstition and
" fanaticism; which makes the grand aim of education the proving of your
t'so-caned religion, and "which combats every new discovery of science which
" fail~ to agree with yOUl" tenets,"
To make the above intelligible, it is nece~sary to explain that we had un-
consciously irritated the poor Berkeleyan by objecting to colleges that were
H creedless and godless." Our argument "vas not specially a Catholic- one,
nor is it affected in the slightest degree by the Berkeleyan's twaddle about the
supposed "superstition and fanaticism" of "Jesuiti~m," or by its sneer at the
old Faith as a "so called religion." Granting for a moment all that nonsense
to be true, if still remains equally disputable "whether the colleges of th is great
country should be denominational, as we contend, or ucreedless and godless,"
as the BerJ:eleyfln thinks ··so desirable. l"By the bye, sweet Berkeleyan, just
catch your Professor of Rhetoric next time he goes by, and ask him whether
we were right or wrong in spelling the adjective" godless," with a G' little g." I
One point more, before we give Berkeley our farewell blessing ! Is the
Berkele)lan so ignorant of philosophy as not to realize the fact that truth, whe-
ther scientific or revealed, is one, and cannot therefore be contradictory of, or
inconsistent 'with llseif? Let-it rest perfectly assured that 'we, as Catholics, wel-
come truth from "Vhat source soever it may come ; that 'we accept it even before
hand; and that we have not the least particle of fear as to any imaginary (but
impossible) antagonism between true dogma and true science. If, indeed,
there be one thing more than another for which the sons of St. Ignatius are
famous, it is their devotion to science, and their brilliant success in its pursuit.
They have certainly, in this respect , be en' 'most potent."
THE Index Nz'agarensis appears under the less classical and less euphonious
name of Maga;a Index, but in better shape and on better paper; we wish we
could also say in new type; for it is a good paper, and deserves a good dress.
THE Phz701nathean (Univ. of City of N. Y.) has from its start been an able
and entertaining journal, and now (to judge from its November number) is
taking with considerable success the smart and w z'tty line . .That it should
succeed in this ' without descending to vulgarity, is one of the best proofs pos-
sible that its editors are gentlemen.
Tun Georgetown College Journal, for December, has an interesting article
on "The Spanish Inquisition," which we fancy (and almost hope) will lead to
further ventilation of the subject.
Idle Noles..
THE McKendree Reposllory is a very old acquaintance, who once more pre-
sents himself to our notice, improved in .every respect except that of type..
There is a straightforward religious tone about this paper which we like..
THE 01iv,£101l0 is the last of our exchanges which we shall mention, It
lIas done a wonderful thing; halving actually merged its existence in that of
an advertising sheet published in the town of Olivet, and -called the '< Music
Folio." So far from increasing its interest or strengthening its position there-
by, we think it has greatly injured itself in both respects, '" A.. B. Brown &
Co." will doubtless sell more music in consequence of the amalgamation, but
it is a terrible drop for the College paper. Business speculations and College
literature have, or ought to have nothing.in common, Money may, in a 'very
fe\v cases, be made by the publication of College papers, but it is not made
for individual profit, in al~Y case; and we think the college press should con-
demn, with one voice the prostitution of a college journal to the uses of a firm
of "Music Publishers and General Dealers," like "A. B. Brown & Co .. ".
----- ----
w.
. ELL1 Another Christmas -has come and gone; and here we are again
for another five months at college, Most of us have been home to
meet our friends, where and with whom we ' have enjoyed the holidays, and
whence we have returned filled with a new zeal for study, and with a deter..
mination to begin the new year with some improvement, if possible, upon the
old. Some of our students; however, ·whose parents live at a distance from
Santa Clara, were cornpelled to remain in the College during the short Xmas
vacation. These, while they had .a brief respite from labor, could not of
course enjoy the sapie happiness as those who met their friends; yet we ven-
ture to say they enjoyed their holidays quite as well as could be expected
under the circumstances. With good Fathers Kenna and Dossola as masters
of the sports, they contrived to pass avvay the time quite pleasantly. There
was one thing, however, which prevented them from lfaving as good a time
as ordinarily. Shortly before the close of last half-session, some evilly inclin-
youths, stimulated either by the spirit of vandalism or by that of thoughtless
mischief, (we hope the latter) went through the yard, breaking lamps; win-
dows, and everything that could be broken. This continued for several even-
ings, until every lam p on' one side of the yard, and twenty or thirty windows
in the theatre,were broken. On this account the President, very justly, we
think) refused to give the usual "Christmas Tree" party, and hence one of the
chief amusements was wanting. Those who perpetrated the silly acts to
which we have referred may now see the results that follow such conduct
when practised here. It could have been no pleasure to them thus wilfully
to break and destroy the College property; and the damage done the Fathers
as individual men (supposing that to have been the object in view) was ab-
surdly small; so that the only practical effect of this malicious prank was to
debar others from the pleasures which they were about to enjoy. We hope
these remarks may tend to step all such nonsense for the future.
With the old year sundry old faces have dropped lout from our ranks. Some
of them we may hope to see again among us at no distant day, but others
. .
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have gone never to return. New boys have arrived in their places, however;
and school has opened with prospects as flattering as ever before.
Among the friendly faces that have gone from our gaze, we note with espe-
cial regret that of Mr. T. J. Durbin, one of our fellow Editors. Mr. Durbin
had been afflicted with rheumatism for SOUle time past, having mote than once .
been ,so severely attacked as to be unable to move about. He had managed,
hitherto. to weather through the comparatively short "cold spells," which
we had to endure; but the apparently indefinite continuance of the present
long-protracted spell has made it advisable for him to return home. The re-
moval of Mr. Durbin just at this time, has been particularly,unfortunate, as
he was a member of the graduating class. We are all sorry to lose you Tom,
and hope you may be able, even yet, to return and do honor to yourself arid
to the class of '75.
WHAT can the Clerk of the \'v"eather mean? Here, in this mild and plea-
ssant climate of California, where anything will grO'w, from the hardy fur and
pine down to the bnnanas and all the fruits and cereals that lie between, to
visit us with four or five weeks of such winterly weather as the present, is
enough to exhaust the resources of the best apothecary-shop in existence.
Our good Infirrnarian, Brother Boggio, and his assistants, are nearly wasted
away to skeletons, what with trotting around to wait on those boys that are in
bed, 'and giving out increased doses of cough medicine to those who are yet
on their legs. Even the Faculty themselves are not free from the common
disorder, and the Board of Editors of THE OWL are all going about the yard
wheezing and coughing like superannuated steam engines, with "comforters,"
towels and handkerchiefs about their necks. If this kind of weather does not
stop soon-and there seems to' be little prospect that it \vill-the College will
have to make a special purchase of a few tons weight of drugs, and furnish a
large additional contingent of infirmarians to attend to the increasing num ber
of coughing boys. By the bye, there is an old and venerated authority .which
teaches us that
"Punch cures the gout, the colic, and the phthisic.'.'
May we venture respectfully to suggest that remedy to our -Infirrnarian ? It
would meet, \ve believe, with pretty general acceptance.
THE following charade has been handed to us by ,one of the students:-
" I am composed of letters to,
Composed of earthly things:
My "Thole though sought with many pains,
True merit only brings,
My 2, 9J 6, placed with my 7,
Mean something, you will see,
Which ro , I, 5's and 4, 9, 8's
Rush into with much glee.
In other times men searched amain
From morning until even,
In hopes of finding treasures hid
In a to, 3,_ 5, and 7.
Ans'lver.-A Gold Medal.
Idle Noles.
Mosr of the College Societies have reorganized since the Xmas Holidays,
and THE OWL being somewhat late this month we are enabled to chronicle
their daings.
The two Sodalities, Senior and]unior, have their ranks filled with a goodly
num ber of students, and seem to be 'in a thri ving condition. ' Their officers
are elected at the beginning of the session to serve the entire year..
THE following officers have been elected in the' 'Blessed Berchman's Sanc-
tuary Society," for the half sessiom-s-President, Rev. Mr.. Calzia, f'. ].; Vice
President, C. Ehner ; Secretary, J. Olcese ; Treasurer, V. Vidaurreta ; Censor,
F. Ebner ; Vestry Prefect, Jno. Meyer..
THE Philalethics, since the resignation of their President, Professor Dance,
seem to be ., lying supinely on their backs," waiting for apresident to fill the
vacancy. On account of the fulness of the College the time of each one of
the Faculty is so taken up that it will be hard to find anyone who can take
charge of the Society.
THE Phil historians have elected the following officers for the ensuing five
months:-Vicp. President, J" 'L . H udner, (reelected); Recording Secretary,
P. W. Sato; Cor. Secretary, C. M. Mct.latchy , Treasurer, ]. A. Aguirre" .
(reelected); Librarian, S. Franklin; Censor, Geo. B. Gray.
The Philhistorians, we are glad to note, are , in , a thriving condition, with
quite a large membership, among whom are some very creditable speakers"
TH~ Senior Dramatic Society is still on hand, although its strength has been
somewhat reduced by the removal of some of its members from the College,
The remainder however still hold together, and seem ready to pursue their
exercises with their accustomed vigor.
They have elected, as their corps of officers for' the ensuing half-session, the
following:-Vice President, N.F. Brisac; Secretary, T. F. Morrison; Trea-
surer,H. M. Hughes; Stage Manager, Rev. Mr. Raggio, S. J.; Costumer, P~
Mallon; Prompter, P. ]. Colombet; Censor, M. Callaghan.
THE Junior Dramatic Society have reorganized, but owing to the transfe t
of some of their mem bers from the Second to the First Division, they will be
compelled to change almost their entire list of officers. Hence the names of
those newly appointed will not appear until our next issue.
BASE-BALL seems to be 011 the decline in the College, owing probably to
the State of the weather. '] umping and foot-ball are at present. the most lJopu-
lar athletic sports; especially the latter, which is joined in by both Divisions
with much glee. There is one base-ball club, however, which has managed
to keep in existence, viz., the ' '' Originals.'' This club has elected the fol-
lowing officers: -President, Rev. Mr. Driscoll, 'S. J: Vice President, R. Soto;
Secretary, C. McClatchy; Treasurer, ]. A. Aguirre;' Censor, P. C. Smith;
Capt. rstNine, T. F. Morrison; ' Caf)t. ad Nine, G. B. Gray. They have been
out for practice several times, and certainly play welL There are, however,
Ex~hanges.
other clubs in Santa Jose and Santa Clara, which are determined to make the
"Originals" work, to maintain their position as the Champion Ball Players of
the County. ,
. There are no base-ball clubs yet organized in the zd Division. It seems to
have totally died ,out there, since the change made in the two Divisions. By
this change so many of the best players were transferred to the First Division,
that scarcely anyone was left to organize a club, Foot-ball and marbles seem
to be the sole amusements of the younger boys.
MAGAZINES.
Cornell Reuieu), Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Alumna; Quarterly, Collegiate Institute for Young Ladies, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
The Blue, Christ's Hospital, London, England.
Bates Student, Bates College, Lewiston, Matne,
Alumni Yourn~l, Illinois Wesleyan Univ., Bloomington, Ill.
Lafayette Monthly, Lafayette College, Easton, Penn.
Yale Lz'terary Magazz'ne, Yale College, Newhaven, Conn.
Alabama Unlversz'tyMonthly, Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Union College Magazz'ne, Union ColI. Schenectady, N.Y.
RECEIVED SINCE OUR LAST ISSUE.
AT a meeting of the Board of Editors of THE OWL, Mr. T. F. Morrison
was elected to fill the vacancy caused by the retirement of Mr. Durbin. We
are glad to welcome the author of the somewhat famous (?) ode on one of our
articles of diet. The author of so meritorious a piece, will no doubt do us
great honor in a literary point of view, Let us have something from your pen
soon, Tom.
The mention of the Board of Editors reminds us of a matter on which !l
every member of that hoard feels somewhat acutely. We refer to the excep-
tionally inferior style in which our last issue was presented to the public. It
has been already explained that that issue (and consequently the present also)
would be unavoidably late in making its appearance, owing to the publication
of the paper called, Our L£ttle Orphans; and now we cannot help feeling that
some apology. is also due to our readers for the errata 'and other defects of that
same Decem bel' issue-which, just because it was late, washiaturally hurried,
and because hurried, was imperfect. Care will be taken that nothing of the
kind may occur again.
Exchanges.
JOURNALS.
Acta Columbiana, Columbia College, N.Y.
Hesperian Sruderu, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
'B r unonz'an, Brown Univ., .Providence, R. 1.
Colle,l[e Spectator, Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.
College' Olio, Marietta College, ' Marietta, Ohio. -
1l1adisonensls, Madison Univ., Hamilton, N. Y.
Universl?J; Press, Univ, of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Wutenberger, Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio.
Oxford Undergraduates' Journal, Univ. of Oxford, England.
Trinuy Tablet, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
Scholastic, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana.
Chronide, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Denison Collegian, Denison Univ., Granville, Ohio.
v Botodoin Orieut, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.
Collecf[e Argus, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.
Annalist, Albion College; Albion, Michigan.
Archangel, St. Michael's College, Portland, Oregon.
BtrA'eleyan, Univ. of California, Berkeley, Cal.
College fournal, Georgetown College, Georgetown, D.C.
Un£versllY Missourian, State Univ., Columbia, Mo.
Magenta, Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass.
Triad, Upper Iowa U niv., Fayette, Iowa.
Transcript, Ohio Wesleyan Univ. & Ohio Wesleyan Female CoIl., Delaware, O.
College Herald, Univ. of Lewisburg, Lewisburg, Pa.
Heald's CollegeJournal, Heald's Business College, San Francisco, Cal.
College Message, St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
Iowa Classic, Iowa Wesleyan Univ. Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Lehigh Journal, Lehigh Univ. Bethlehem, Penn.
College News Letter, Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa.
Spectator, St. Laurent College, Montreal, Canada.
College Courier, Monmouth College, Monmouth, Ill.
'Niag ara Index, Seminary of our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge, Niagara
Co., N.Y.
Chronicle , North Western College, Naperville, Ill.
llnlversi(y Review, Univ. of Wooster, ~Tooster, O.
Central Collegian, Central College, Fayette, Mo .
. Volante, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. ,
Tyro, Poughkeepsie Collegiate Institute for Young Ladies, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Aurora, Albert College, Belleville, Ontario.
Ewing Reme», Ewing College, Ewing, Ill.
Phiiomathean; Univ. of the City of New York, Washington Square, N. Y.
ou: and Jl£usic Jiolzo, Olivet College and A. B. Brown & Co., Olivet, Mich.
McKendree RepOSI'tOry, l\IcI(endree College, Lebanon, Ill.
College Mercury!, Racine College, Racine, Wisconsin.
Oberl£n College Rev£ew, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. .
Raven, Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Unz"verslry Reporter, Iowa State Univ., Iowa City/ Iowa.
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CLASS, In Sacred History-'·Mr. P.,
what kind of a nurse did Pharaoh's
daughter send far, when she found
Moses in the bulrushes?"
Innocent Mr. P. (promptlyj-s-" A
wet nurser sir.~'---Transcripl.
\i\lE have witnessed for years grow-
ing up in this land a habit of disre-
gard for the fundamental law, of irrev-
erence for constitutional authority 1 of
contempt for legal restraints, of disre-
spect for the sanctity of the ministers
and ministry of justice; and at the
same time 'we have witnessed the
growth of a spirit of slavish submission
to personal assumption, of unmanly
obedience to the authority of brute
force, of adulation of mere power and
wealth, and a tendency generally to
condone corruption and villainy in
high places, all of which pointe the
way to Ceesarism and prepares the
place for a ClESAR. This cannot be
. controverted -San Francisco Guar-
d/an.
I T is not 'enough that Bismarck
should order the arrest, fine and im-
prisonment of women, In Baden the
children have been forbidden to be-
Come members of the Society of the
Childhood of Jesus! The local au-
thorities, to be .sure that the prohibi..
tion was being obeyed, had anumber
of little girls recentl-y brought before
them, and by harangues more calcu-
lated to terrify than convince, im- t
pressed upon them the heinousness of
disobeying the law, and then dismissed
them graciously, with some small
pieces of money. The children has-
tened to the priest's house, to deposit
their little largess in the treasury of
the society. It would be unreasona..
ble to suppose that these children are
not being brought up in the way they
should go.-Catholzc Sentinel.
ON a very pretty girl saying to
Leigh Hunt, "1 am very sad, )'OU see,.'?
he replied, "Oh, no, you belong to
the other Jewish sect; you are v.ery
fair, lseer"-California Farmer..
AN Alsatian woman goes to con-
fess: "Fatherr I have committed a,
great sin." (, Well.' "I dare not
say it, it so grievous.~' "Corne, come,
courage 1" HI have married a Prus-
sian." "I(eep him, my daughter ..
That's yo~r penance."-Id.
THE following queer' sentence ori-
ginated, like many other odd things,
in one of our monthly magazines:
H Sator arepo tenet opera rotas."
I. This spells backwards and for-
wards the same.
2. Then taking all the first letters
of each word, spells the first word.
3. Then taking all the second , let-
ters of each word, spells the second
word.
4.. Then all the \third, and so on
through the fourth and fifth.
5. Then commencing with the last
letter of each word, spells the last.
6. Then the next to the last of each
word, and so on through.-l1nz'verslry
Press.
A. NICE PARTY.-Lord Byron gives
this account of a party with Sheridan:
It was first silent, then talky, then
argumentative, then disputatious, then
unintelligible, thenaltogethery, then
inarticulate, thendrunk.:- Unmerse.
Professor (exhibiting a piece of
steel)-Gentlemen, this is a cold
punch, and-
. Student (sotto voice)-Show us a
hot one.-TrzlutJ; Tablet. ,
A \breezy girl-the windlass.-
Chronicle, (Univ, Mich.)
!\7(;led and Quoted. ·19,7
One day, Z r; (3 7t
' . A valiant Freshman tried;
He turned his pockets, piped his eye,
And Deschner's counter spied.
"Mein I-Irer, a ~ both ' fresh and V
And a glass of (3 beer;
Then figure what £ V
. And bring your figures here.-Cornell Review.
lIf our Santa Clara Grecists 'would com prehend the foregoing, they must
revert to the old-fashioned Protestant Engllsh pronunciation of Greek.
"Aita, ·Baita, Pee" \\,011't do.-EDS. "OWL."]
MARK TWAIN thus prescribes for
an aspirant for literary farue i-s-
"y'es, Agassiz does recommend
authorsto eat fish, because the phos-
phorus in it makes brain. So far you '
are correct. But T cannot help you
to a decision about the amount you
ought to eat-at least not with cer-
tainty. If the specimen composition
vou send is about a fair usual average,
i should judge that perhaps a couple
of whales would be all you would
want for the present. Not the largest
kind, but simply good middle-sized
whales." -AlumntP Quarterly.
"DID you visit Rome in you:r tra-
vels? ,. asked a gentleman, in the in-
terval of a waltz, of his partner, who
had just returned from doing the con-
tinent of Europe. "Rome? Rome?"
replied the young lady, in a hesitating
voice, "let me see. Did 'we go to
Rome? Oh, yes. That IS where
we saw a woman shaving a dog on
the steps of a church."-Id.
THEY had an old fashioned row at
Dartmouth on Thursday evening. In
Wentworth Hall, in one of the dor-
mitories, room a number of sopho-
mores and juniors, and ' the former
have been making considerable noise
in the hall of late, for the purpose of
annoying the juniors. The latter
generally have succeeded in quieting
the disturbance, but on Tuesday
evening about 9 o'clock, the sopho-
more class, with a few seniors, march-
ed with drum and fife to the building,
entered and began their noise. The
juniors made a rush to clean out the
sophomores, but the fight was a tough
one. In less than five minutes everv
shi rt was stripped, noses were brui;-
ed, eyes blackened, etc. Sorne
were pitching m en down stairs,
others hitting right and left. The
fight lasted two hours, when it was
suddenly interrupted by the arrival
of some members of the Facnlty.
The fife and drum-sticks remain in
the janitor's possession, but the drum
had disappeared, nobody knew where.
-University Press.
A colored preacher down South
> took for his text the words, "Though
after my skin worms destroy this
body, yet in my flesh shall I see
God:" which he divided into three
part; as follows: "First, skin "worms;
second, what they done; third, what
the man seen after he was eat up ,"-
Ew£ng Review. ' .
THE man who thought Psyche "was
the durndest way to spell fish," gra-
duated at an Eastern College.-Acta
Columbiana.
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Uredit» for ' t/te moutlt of November (,[8 r ead on. Wednesday ,.Dee . 1. 1874.
CH RISTIAN DOC'l':RINE..
Tst C'1a8~-Ij. Bowie 72, J. Callagoan &7. J .. Rudner 90, J. Machado 100, L . Palmer 9()?
It 8oto 100, To' 'fully 100, J. T'..Walsh 100, :B. Yorba 100.
2d Class-J. Aguirre 10, C. Barker ~5, Ro' Brenham 72, W. S. Davis 72, J. Frank lin
100, L. Harrison 93, G. ' L(HVeree 100, 0 ..Orena 82, .L Ryland 85, J. Smith 10017
w. Smith 88, P. Sot« 72.
3d Class.-B.. Chretien 75, lVI, Donahue 10, , T'h. 1)o\"e11 90, F, Ebner 70, F ..Harrison
, 7fJ, W. Harrison 70, J. MontgorneryLOtl, C. Q~ilty 100, R. Sheridan 100, R..Spence
90,.X. Yorba 90. .
4th Class-H. ,Abila 92, F.. Cavagnaro 72, H. Delavega 100, r, Glrirardelli 70, Jas~
McI(innon so, J. Meyer 99, J. olcese 92, W . Proctor 100, A. Sanchez 70, V. Vi-
daurreta 88, Co' Volio 72, J. Wood,vorth 70" J. M. Murplly87.
5th Class-First Division-C. Arguello 75, A.. Bowe 75. G Ebner 100, D. Gagnon, 801
t. . Gagnon 90, H. 6ilrnore 70, Jno. Harrington 75, E. fIolden 100, "T. Hopkins
8D,E. Lamolle 85, J. Moore 100, A. Pacheco 100, F. Ryland 100, V. Sanchez ioo,
A, Spence 75, J. Tinoco 75, W. 'I'obin 75, W. Irwin 90, J . Bennet 85, H..Farmer
.' 100, r. Conrny 85,~ o' C. Murphy 75.
Second Division-s-W. Byron 75, P .. Concannon 70, .J. Dean 72, ,,1 .. Fenton 70. F. Galin-
do '90, w. Gilbert ioo, L. Gallagher 70, u. Je~\ntrout 74, P. ,Narvaez 80, R. Pico
100, E. 'AT ingard 71-
6th Cla:ss-H. Arguello 70, W . Barron 100, C. Enright 75, Jno. Ford 70, J . Killian 70,
SO' Murphy 78, D.. Spence t)0. A. Tostado 70, Juan Volio 100. .
I.iOGIC AND MmTAPHYSIC o'
ell. Ebner 7(}, W. T..Gray 80.
N A r.l'URAL PHILOSOPHY.
V. 1\1. Clement 70, Co' Ebner 75, W. Gray 90, T. Morrison 82, R. Soto 72. T. Tully J01
~J .. Walsh 85.
ANALYTICAIJ CHEMISTRY. ,
Th. Durbin 70, J. Walsh 100.
ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY.
V. Clement 75, w. Gray 78, B. Brisac 73, C. Ebuer 72, R. Soto 70.
MATHEMATICS 1
1st Class-No F. Brisac 95, J . T . Walsh 95.
2d Class-V. Clement 84, R. Soto 94, B. Yorba 75.
3l Class-A. Aguirre 70, C. Barker 70., H. Bowie 74. N. Bush 70, P. Colombet 70, J .
Callaghan ~5, J. Cavagnaro 70, W. Davis 71, R. Enright 71, J. J . Franklin 95,
0. Gresham 97. L, Harrison 87, F. Harrison 86, J. Rudner 96, J . Kearney 95, J .
l\1nchado 71, F. Mallon 75, L..Me.Arthur 95, L. Palmer 86, Jas. F. Smith 95, P.
Smith 75, n, Spence 100, P. Soto 95, C Quilty 95.<
GItEEK.
1st Class-W. T. Gray 80.
2J Class-To Morrison 70, J. T. Walsh 70.
Sl Class-H. Soto 100.
4th Class-H. ArguelJo 75, R. Brenham 90, W . Davis 85, J. Herrmann 80, J . Smith
70. P. Soto 78, L. McArthur 88
5th Class- F. Cavagnaro 72, M. Donahue R5, R. Enright 79, L. Ghirardelli 80, A.
McCone 76, W . Schofield 87.
. LATIN.
1st Class-W. Gray 80, 'T . Morrison 80,
2d Class-R. Soto 70. ,
3J Class-J. Herrmann 90, J. Smith 96, B. Yorba 100, L, McArthur 96, P . Soto 80.
4 h Class-J. R. Arguello '75, R. Brenham 100, W. Davis 100, O. Gresham 70, J. J ..
Kelly 79, c . q1lUty 100, Th. Tully 85.
5th Class-No Bush 80, F. Cavagnaro 76. M. Donahue 80, T. Do·welll00, H. Freuden-
thal 77, , F. Galindo 75, L~Ghirardelli 80, J. J. Montgomery 76, C. Ortiz 78, R.
Sheridan 90, E. Welti 97.
Table of Honor.
RHE'l'ORIC.
1st Class-J. Herrmann 73, Th. Tully 77, J. Walsh 78, R Yorba7S.
2d Class-W ..Davis 94, J. F~anklin 90, L. Harrison 79 J. Ryland 90, J. Smith 94..
GRAMMAlt.
1st Class-J. Chretien 85, 'I'. Dowell 90, F. Harrison 83, A. McCone 80, J . .J. Montgc-
mery 90, C. Quilty 81. R. Sheridan 75, W. Schofield 78, E. Stanton 73; X" Yorba
70.
2d Class-H. Abila 90, J. Cavagnaro 80, P"" Delavega 90, L. Ghirardelli 80, G. Holden
85, E. Howard 70. J.. Kearney 85, G. Meehan 90, C. Moore 75, J. M. Murphy 70,
J. Olcese 85, C. Ortiz 80,.0.. Proctor 75~ G. W. Seifert 70, V. Vidaurreta 70, Ch.
Volio 90, J. Wolter 85.
3d Class-Lst Division-J. Bdsset 70, \Y. Bellew 80, V. Bruschi 75, F. Cavagnaro 70.,
D. Gag-non 70, E. Holden 90, E. Lamoll« 70, R. Lawrie 70, J. Moore 70, A. Pa-
checo 70, F. R'yland9~, V. Sanchez 70, H. Wilcox 90, J. Bonnet 85, II. Farmer
92. Ed. Welti 70.
2d Division-i-N. Beck 70, J,.. Fenton 74, O. Fosgate 79, F. Galindo 70, L. Gallagher 70
H. Green 80, J. R. Murphy 85, P. Narvaez 70, R. Pico 90.
FHENUH.
Ist Class-B. Brisacl74, 0 .. Orona 71.
2d Class-R. De la Vega 80, Th. Dowell 98, G. G.ray 78, W. Gray 90, O. Harvey 70,
F. Lacoste 75, A. Sanchez 90, R. Spence 70.
3d Class-H. Bowie 86, F. Gumbert 80, F. Harrison 86, L. Harrison 85, Jno, Hopkins
86, A. i .oweree ~6, C. Ortiz 80, P. Murphy 76, J no. .Murphy 70.
SPANISH.
Ist Class-C. McClatchy 70.
3d Class-No Brisac 95, VV. Furman 7"0, O. Gresham 70,:<l. Holden 90, A. Pacheco 95,
W. Sears 75, J. F. Smith 94. .
I'rAI~IAN.
F. Cavagnaro 85, J. Cavagnaro 85, r, Olcese 85.
GERMAN.
J. Auzerais 80, B. Brisac 80, C. Ebner 100, F. Ebner 90, G. Ebner 90, H. Freudenthal
75, L. Ghirardelli 80, A. Hofleng 70, J. Meyer 70, A. Muller 70, J. Perrier 75, X.
Yorba 90.
AIU'l'HMETIC.
1st Class-R. Arguello 75, M. Donahue 74, 'r. Dowell 90, J. Franklin 88, H. Freuden
thal 95. W Furman 75, J. L. Foster 76, W. Harrison 70, H. Hughes 72, A. Lowe-
ree 73, J. J. Montgomery 84, O. Orena 75, W. Schofield 90, W. Sears 74, R. She~
ridan 87, C. E. Stanton 78, J. Woodworth 72, C. Welti 7~, X. Yorba 80.
2d-Class-A. Arriola 70, R. Brenham 70, J. Chretien 75, H. Dinklage 80, F. Ebner
80, L. Ghirardelli 70, G. Holden 87, C. Miles 70, A Muller 70, P Murphy 70; J. 01-
cese 85, G. Proctor 70, F. Ryland 89, J. M. Murphy 80, J. Donahue 75.
3d Class-i-C. Arguello 72, W. Bellew 90, J. Branch 80, J. Cahill 70. G. Ebner 70, L. Gal-
lagher 72, E. Holden 70, W. Irwin 92, E . .Lamolle 85, J. Moore 95, A Spence 73,
Jose Tinoco 70, F. Thomspon 78, Jno. Volio 98, V. Vidaurreta 71, E. Wingard
70, H. Wilcox 90 J. Wolter 70, J. Boyter 80, Th. Donahue 74, H. Farmer 88, Th.
Hughes 85, 'rho McShane 70, F. Shafer 78, G. Shafer 77, E. White 70.
BOOK-KEEPING.
1st Class-A. Aguirre 75, V. Clement 100, W. Davis 90, vV. Furman 85, C. McClatchy
92, J. F Smith 90, C weiu 85, X. Yorba 90.
2d Class-C. Barker 70, B. Brisac 80, J. Cavagnaro 80, .J. Chretien 76, r. Do\vell 75,
F. Ebner 80, J. Enright 78, J. Franklin 98, H. Freudenthal 100, W. Harrison 72, .
J. Hudner 100, H. Hughes 70. F. Lacoste 71, :A.. Loweree 90, C. Miles 73. J. J.
Montgomery 90, J. Olcese 84, O. Orefia 73, 'L. Palmer 90, L. Partidge 72, W.
Sears HO, F. Scully 70, R. Sheridan 85, R. Spence 81, A. Stanton 90, T. Tully 100
C. Quilty 100.
3d Class-H. Dinklage 70, J. M. Donahue 74, J. L. Foster 89, L. Ghirardelli 70, F
Harrison 79, L.' J • Harrison 78, G. Holden 79, J. McKinnon 73, W. Proctor 83,
J. Perrier 80, W. B. Schofield 79, Wolter 73, J. Day 70, G. Meehan 70.
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READING AND SPELl,ING.
1st Cla.~s-J. Auzerais 80" R. Delavega 70, J. 'L. Foster 70, J. Hopkius 70, H. Hughes
'80" J. McKinnon 81, G. Meehan 70, C. 0 Miles 70, A. Miiller 80, W. Smith 79. C.
Stanton 7l.
2d Class-Jno. Branch 73, F. Burling 71. J. Cavagnaro 75, H. Dinklage 78~ F Here-
ford 84, J. Meyer 79, A. Pacheco 79, W. G. Proctor 75, H. Wilcox 80, J . Bon-
nett 79, J. Donahue 88, rt. Donahue 70, H. Farmer 89, F. Shafer 7H.
3d Class-H. Abila 90, W. Barron 70, W. Byron 75, J. Ford 75, F. Gambert 70, W.
Gilbert 85, E. Holden 80, i-I. Jeantrout 85, E . Lamollo 75 ~ R. Pico 90, F. Murphy
70, V. Sanchez 90, R. Trenouth 75, E. WeLti 75, NL Ylisadturri 75.
4th Clas~~R. Dean 70, J. Killiom 80, H. Krahenberg 70. J, Volio 70,
~J.jOCUTION
1st Class-J. Callaghan 70, J. T. Walsh 70.
2b Class-J. Aguirre 75, W. Davis 87, J. Enright 70, J. Franklin 70, W . Furman 80,
H. Hughes 85, P. Mallon 75, J. Smith ~5.
3d Class-J . Day 75, Th. Dowell 80; H. Freudenthal 70, F . Harrison 73, P. Kewen 80, .
J. J. Montgomery 70, A. NfcCone:75, C. Quilty 80, C. Stanton 76~ 'lV. Schofield 80
,I C. Welti 70.
4th Class-D. Harvey 75, McKinnon 70, G. Meehan 75, J. M. Murphy 75, J . Olcese 85
J. Perrier 70, W. Proctor 80, C. Volio 70.
5th Class-A. Bowie 70, A. McCusker 70, H. Farmer 90, D. Quilty 70.
PENMA~SHIP.
1st Class-J. Auzerais 70, J. Bernal 70, T. Dowell 73, J. Day 73; S. Franklin 78, J.
Herrmann 71. J. Lopez 70, W. Proctor 75, J. Yorba 75.
2d Class-H. Abila 72, R. Brenham 71, J. F. Basset 76, F . Cavagnaro 71, J. Cavagna-
ro 73, J. B. Chretien 75, A. Cliristin 72" H. Dinklage 71, H. Freudenthal 78, L.
Ghirardelli 71. H. Gilmor 72, ,H . Green 70, ' H . M. Hughes 76, E. Howard 70, J .
Harvey 70, R. Holden 75, L. Harrison 71, T. Huhges 71, A. McCone 75, J. M.
Murphy 75, J. Olcese 73, A. Pacheco 70, D. Quilty 70, W. Sears 75, C. E. Stanton
75, R. Sheridan 70, T. Tully 70, W . Tobin 70, H. Thompson 73, J. Wolter 74, H.
Wilcox 78, F. Wingard 70, E. Welti 70, M. Ylisaliturri 73.
3d Class-A. Bowie 70, J. Boyter 74, J. Cahill 70, P . Cannon 73, J. Conmy 70, T. Do-
nahue 74, H. Farmer 75, G. B. Gray 73, W. Gilbert 70, F. Gambert 72, J. Hop-
kins 71, E. Holden 71, E. Lamolle 70, A. Leddy 70, J. J. Monz vomery 70, P .
Murphy 76, J. Meyer 71, A. McCusker 73, J .j)JIcKinnon 70, P. Narvaez 70, Jno.
Scully 75, A. Sanchez 71, W. Trenouth 70,.C. VOliD 72, J. Volio 70.
DRAWING:
A. Arriola 90, J. Auzerais 80, A. Bowie 75, H. Bowie 85. F. Burling 70, M. Donahue
75, F. Gambert 70, P. Mallon 85, A. McCone 75, O. Oren a 70, C. Ortiz 70. F. Ry-
land 70, W. Schofield 75, 'V. Vidaurreta 80.
PIANO.
H . Bowie 80, C. Ebner 80, W. Gray 80, V. Vidaurreta 70, W. Franklin 80, It Gilmor
75, A. Leddy 75, W. Gilbert 70, F . Gambert 70.
BHASS INSTRUMENTS.
F. Harrison 80,. L. Harrison 70, P, Mallon 70, R. Remus 80.
VIOLIN.
W. Sears 75, G. Gray 70. R. Enright 70, J. Basset 70, D. Gagnon 70, R Spence 75,
W, Davis 70, T. Morrisan 75, R. .Lawrie 75, E. Wingard 70.
VOCAL MUSIC,
J. W. Rylrnd 75, W. Seers 70, E. Holden 70, P. Mallon 75.
: - - - 0 - - -
[Classes of the PREPARA'fORY DEPARTMENT are omitted.]
Highest number of credits given, 100. Recipients of 70 and over only mentiond.
~ "
1S, .fi 1 1'!l.e " O·wl"·.L'l dv ertisin,q Supplement.
Alamena Carriage Factory,.
FAULKNER & MORGAN. - - Proprietors
Cor. Santa Clara and St. J.1fary sts., San Jose.
---- - -
Carriage Making, Blacksmithing, Wheel·
wrighting and Painting,
Done in Latest Styles and with Dispatch.
~Twelve months guarantee will be given with all new work.
ii The "Owl)' Aclvertistng Supplement. (Jan.
L. LIO & CO.,
Odd FelloUJ's 'Buildil~g, Santa Ctara.
Have just received, direct from N e\y York, a very large and new stock
of Dry GOOdR,
Gents, Youths, ~Boys Ready-made Clothing
I .
All of the very latest style.
A large Assortlnellt of Men'8 and Boys' Boots and Shoes.
HA1B OF ALL KINDS.
The latest st y les of
Gents Neck- Tz"es, Silk Scaifs, Square Szik H dkfs. ,
Pocket H dlifs., Shirts, Li7zen and Paper
Cuffs and Collars, etc., etc.
We extend a cordial invitation to the Students of
Santa Clara College to make an inspection of
our immense stock of.new goods} before
going to San Jose, or elsewhere.
'San Jose Candy Factory.
MAURIe ~
CA DY 1M NUF
'Bltl E.' .,
CT ER,
J87 First Street, San Jose.
GEO. B. ~{CKJ1~E~
391 FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in '
Paints, Glass, Brushes, Paper 'Hangings & Artists' Materials.
Window Shades of every size and description made to order.
Interior Decorations: Brushes of all kinds: Looking-glass
Plates, etc., etc.
771,e'cc ,!wl" I doertisiiu] Supple1nent. iii
C~fJ~~ YfRlII~.£ If eO~~
419 Sacramento street, San Francisco, Cal.
MANU¥ACTURERS OF
FI~E H A. sr..A.~A CIGARS3
AND THE RENOWNED
~QDIQ W H(~Jl~I(~mZ ~E~AbRI)~
Impor ters of Genuine Vue/fa Abqjo Havana Tobacco.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN
Groceries, Prooisums, Harduiare, Crockery, Agricultu.ral Imple-
menis, and General Merchandi:«.
No~. 363, 365, 367, 369 & 371.
MAR I P 0 S A B L 0 C K, Market Street,
S.A-~ JOSE_
CI~Y ,~ir,~ 811~flL88~
~1tltrniS ~n1tsr 4naqq &'arrhlDtS~
D. M. SMITH, Manager.
Orders left at the Hotel, or at the Stable opposite, will receive
.prompt uitenium:
S.A~ -JOSE_
\~...:-_ ' S","~N JOSE
~ ~_-~~~ ~ j'~a1thl~ l nrks
:-:=:::======-.:: • +l "t ,
1 '1
I III I ~_ e;~289 Second street, San Jose,
_iStone qud Wood Carving
E. Power,. .Bculptoc.
IV
GO TO
.WRI~~;~:ar!~~r:~~Y
SAN"\lJOSE
Forthe bestPhotographs,
IJan
~'>1./V~~~~~I~ 1:1f(.'- II' ,~,~~ .ff; 1/ 1 ;fe' ;;:. I .~ .s>' "6 ~ ,, ~ . ~ c-e, ~ l~ '$ ~.i..~~ I T ~ \ I ;; , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ '~J ~ ~ ss ~" ~ ~l#1 IJL.~ ~ , ~~tJJJJj ~ ~_~at)~~ 'c~ ~ ~~~ . . q£)t~l
'-'. ) ""\J.W'C' <..\irtJ!P)!tJ
255 Santa Clara Street,
Are now offering for sale , a large and elegant stock of
WI T R GODS,
From the best Manujacturers in the East and in Europe.
~t~ H~~')J~~&,~~~~.'f~
SANTA CLARA, Cal.
THIS Institution is conducted by the Slsters of Notre Dame, and was opened in August 1872,to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure. for their daughters, at a trifling
expense. a sound. moral and intellectual education, such as will enable them to become useful
and intelligent women.
To place the ben efits of this Institution within the reach of a gr eater number, the charge will
only be $16 Per ltIonth ~payable in advance. There is also a .
For /urthe~ particulars appl.y at the Convent.
The" Owl" Advertisb,{/ ~Supple1nent. v
D .
Pres1:dent.-M. D. SWEENY,
yL D. SWEENY,
C. D. O'SULLIVAN,
JOHN S'ULLIV AN,
R. J . TOBIN
QUILTY,
M ERCHAN T TAILOR,
262 Stones's Neu. Building,
Corner of Lightstone and Santa Clara streets,
SA~ JOSE_
Commercial' ~ Savings Bank
OF SAN JOSE.
Corner of First. and Santa Clara · Streets,
Receive General and Special Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency, deal in U- S
Bonds and Legal Tenders, and do a General Banking Business.
" . DRAW ·E X OH A NGE ()N
DONOHOE, KELLY, &, Co., San Francisco.
hUGENE KELLY, &, ce., Ne-w York.
CONSOLIDATED BANK (Limlted.) London.
BANK OF IRELAND, Dublin.
TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFERS MADE ON NEW YORK.
Interest all/noed on Time Deposits.
San Jose Clothing Store,
266 Santa Clara Street, San Jose,
.0 ' BAN I AN&, K E.NT,
Merchant Tailors, Clothiers, and dealers in all kinds of Gents' Furnishing Goods .
m?lrLightstone Block, nearly oppoosite the .Aueerais House.
HIBERNIA SAVINGAND LOAN SOCIETY.
N. E. Cor. Montgomery & Market Streets, San Francisco.~~-..F'o./' _._
OFFICERS:
I Vice President.-C. D. O'SULLIVAN.
TRUSTEES:
1
M. J. O'CONNOR,
P. McARAN,
GUSTAVE TOUCHAR,D.
JOS. A. DONAHOE,
PETER DONOHUE.
1reasure1·.. . EDWARD MARrrIN
Auorneu. . ~ .RICHARD TOBIN
Remittances from the country may be sent through Wells. ' Fargo & Co's Express office, or any
reliable Banking House, but the Society will not be responsible for their safe delivery. 'I'he signa-
tnre of the depositor should accompany the fist deposit. A paper pass-book will be delivered to the
agent by whom the deosit is made.
----_--.~......-.IaD_----
Deposits Received from $2.50 upwards
Office hours, from '9 A.M. to 3 P.M.
lYle" OUJP" ~4dverti8ing S~P1Jle7nent. [J~n.
MAX. BENDER,
P rofessor of
Drawing, 'G erman & Spanish
at Santa Clara College.
Is prepared to give Priratf Lessons in
the above to a lhn ited number of Pupils,
either at Santa Clara or San .Iose.
JOSEPH STEWART,
Main st. Santa Clara, near Widney 's.
Hair Cutting, Shaving, Sham-
pooing and Hair Dying.
Choice Per/umerv always on hand.
Sel ect brands of Cigars, 'l'obaeeo, &c.
B. 'HICKS,
Boot &: Shoemaker,
~·aJiJcUn-8t., ~"(( II t« Ctarcc.
Gents & Boys Boots madeto order.
No fit, ]10 P~ty !
AUGUST HABICH;
Santa Clara Store,
(Opposite Santa (qi.l,ra. ColleO'e)'Vh(Jle~ah~ all~l Betail Deale; in
G.roeei·ie~, · F'rovisious, Cjgarl", To-
bacco.iLiquors, etc.,
~All kinds of produce taken ill
~xGhang'p, or purchased at l'Pgular
~iI a.rkvt, Il:i TP~.
e - r igan.
DEAI..EH IN
G roceries, I)rovi~i()lls, Wines, Li-
qtlor~, Ciga]'~ 'roba<:co, etc.,
No. 351. First st., San Jose.
J. c. KOPPEL, & Bro.
WHOLESALE AKD RhTAIL DEALER IN
Imported and Domestic
H A V A N A C 'I GAR S .
Virginia Chewing and Smoking
TO B.A.. -C CO-
Meerschauln Pipes.
CIGARETTAS, etc. etc. etc.
LOUIS DUNCAN'S
Christmas Presents,
Franklin Street, Santa Clara.
A large assortment of Smoking and Chewing
Tobacco, Cigars, Cigaretos, Cigar holders, Pipes..
ete., etc., always on hand.
ar ine li ros,
::BUTO::H:EB,S:7
Franklin st., Santa Clara.
Beef, Pork, Mutton, Lamb,
Veal, etc.
~CustQnlerSsu pplied at their respec-
ti ve residences,
DR. N. KLEIN,
Surgeon Dentist,
. Office, Balbach's Building,
No. 284, Santa Clara St., San Jose,
E. LAMORY,
MARIPOSA STORE
Cor. Franklin and Main sts. , Santa Clara
KAST'S
~ :Fashiollable Shoe Store, ~
0-----------6:1
322 & 324 Bush Street,
SAN F R, A N CIS CO.
Payot.. Upham & CO.
,Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
and Publishers,
620 (tr; 622 W ashiugton-strect,
S./!N FRAN(}lj."·()O. I
Jos. Piscioli & CO.,
Santa Clara Chop House
(Odd Fello,vs' Building,) Franklin street.
All the del1/'.acies of the Season on lumd
'1875· 1 Tt« "OV)l" Advertising Supplement . Vll
~ .
Reference given.
Orders by teleg7'(~ph pro1nptly fitted.
Hensley Block, Santa Clara st.,
Tile best variety of
Metallic Caskets, Black Walnut,
Rosewood and Plain Coffins
...-\1 ways on hand,
E-mbahniny done in the best. possible
rnammer, for ship-ment tothe s tates
and elsewhere. •
se.Came
DEALERS I N
DE AL ER I N
JOHN F. TOBIN,
inFranklin st.n-et, Santa Cla ra .-t
MARTIN CO-_RC~-._HAN, Prprietor. ~
H avin g purchased the above H otel 1-=1
from the old established and highly J8
respected John I-I. Cameron, I beg to
assure the Pu blic that 110 effort on DiY rn.
part will be want ing' to m erit the uni- ~
versal esteem and patron age enjoyed 10~
by my prede cesso r.
S plendi dly fUrl1-jRl-le(~--Rll-its of room s for ~
Iam i lies. 1-'-1
A coach 'wil l be a t the depo t on the arri-
val of all train s, to cnn ve v l)RRRenge rs
and t heir baggn ge to t he ho tel .
A LIVERY STABLE
wher e fir s t-cla ss carrlages and b\lgg'h~R
, can be had on reasmahl e terms.
Fruits, Pipes" Nuts, Cig~rs, Con-
fectionery, Tobacco, Stationery,
~altc ll Q;) ll ll (t~ . ~ IH~ctltr l r~, &t.,
N. W. Cor, fVr 8hi nyto n & F1'onkliu sts.,
SANTA CLARA.
LEDDY BROTHERS,
Mutton, Lamb, Beef, Veal, Pork.
etc., etc.
Stall No 1, City :Market, San Jose
Grey Eagle
~ ,iver-~J/ ~ ~bb:le3.~J ~ g
liIRE- PROOF BRICK HUILDING
No. 386, First st., - - SAN JOSE,
Barry & Bremen, Pruprietors
First-class Horses, Carriages and Bug-
gies on the most reasonable terms.
Orders promptly attended to.



